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'Daily 'Egyptian
Gus says Gov. Jim knows how
to make leu !IOUnd like more.

Thursday, February 7, 1984)--Vol. 64, No. 91

Southern Illinois University

Shaw: Bu~et
~mark

on faculty pay
Ry Paula Deaner Walter
starr Writer
Gov. James Thompson had
some ''good news and some bad
news .. for the Illinois Board of
Higher Education when he
recommended a redu tion in
the percentage of salary inc~ases for college employees.
satd SIU chancellor Kenneth
Shaw.
In addition. Thompson also
recommended a reduction in

}~!~o~~~~~~ll=n~uest

The "good news" for Shaw
was Thompson's No. 1 priority
of salary increases for college
emplovees. But the "bad news"
was Thompson's recommended
increase of 8 percent, as opposed to Shaw's 11 percent
preference.
:·By_ expressing
these
pr10nhes, he shows a sensitivitv
to the n~ to improve the
salary situation. But the difference between his recommendations and the IBHE's
definitely shows the classic
stresses and strains between
the two sides," Shaw said.
In a 20-minute address to the
IBHE Tuesday. Thompson saift
he would recommend the Sl.l
:_m:.hie;,.,:;_uoT.!u~ _
n:illion increase is reflected in
gueral revenue funds. Shaw
sa•.:!.
Thom_pson cited inflationary
cons_tramts and other priorities
as hiS reasons for the reduction
in the increase requests
"He said he was aware of the
need but had constraints as a
result of the expected recession
and other priorities." Shaw
said.
La"'Tence Dennis. president
of the Faculty Senate. said the
governor's
action
was
"outrageous.
"Since 1968. our salaries have
declined 'n percent on the
average. against the consumer
price i:ldex. That is absolutely
unconscionable."
Despite the governor's
reduced requests, some local
legislators believe the IBHE
still has a chance of getting the
original request in the General
Assemblv.
Rep. Bruce Richmond. 0-.
:\turr.hysboro. said he supports
!~: ~~~~crease requested by
"I believe the IBHE has
recommended to the governor
the correct amount and I would
expect it to have great support
m the General Assembly," he
said.
Rep. Vincent Birchler, 0Chester. sa.id the final total
:·will probably ran somewhere
m the middle of the two
recommendations."
Birchler. a member of the
House Appropriations Commtttee that Will review and
recommend the education
b_udget bt-fore sending it to the
Creneral Assembly, said he also
anucapates a process similar to
last vear·s.
.. When the legislature appropriated more than the
\;overnor's recommendation.
the governor used a line item
veto to l'Ut it back. But the
t;t·neral Assembly overrode his
\·eto an all but two line items "
B1rchler said.
'

Staff photo by Randy Klauk

OPEN WIDE-Anthony Lewis, S. JNSlill Troy. 7, and Robert
Klemm. 7. second graders at Springmore Elementary School,
lt'arn the proper techn"tues of teeth brushing from Uncia c-ek.
sophomore in Dental Hyl(iene. STC Dental Hygiene students

organized a carnival of dental health activities and visited Carbondale grade schools this week ia observation of National
Oildren's Deatal Health Week. See n!latecl story on Page 5.

Iran president calls militants 'dictators'
Ry The Associated Press

Iranian President Abolhassan
Bani Sadr, taking on the U.S.
Embassy militants directly for
the first time, attacked them as
lawless "dictators" Wedne-«<tav
after they engineered the arreSt
of a government minister as an
alleged ally of the CIA.
Later Wednesday, in what
could prove to be the government's second rebuke of the
young Moslem radicals holding
the embassy. authorities at
Tehran airport detained a 49member American del~ation
as it arrived m the Iranian
capital at the invitation of the
militants.
Western jourl&alists in Tehran
qt1oted airport sources as
saying there was confusion over
the status of the Americans'
entry vi~. The sources said
the group might be kept
overnight at the airport and
then be sent back to the United
States.
The developments seemed to
foreshadow
a
possible
showdown
hetween
the
militants and Bani Sadr's
emerging government that
could affect the fate of the
approximately 50 Americans
held hostage at the embassy for
95 days.
Iranian leader Ayatollah
Huhollah Khomeim and his
Revolutionary Council ha\·e
accepted a U.N. plan for an

investigation of the ex-shah's
regime that American officials
hope will leac! to the release of
the hostages.
But the Iranians cuntinued to
make col)flicting statements
Wednesday about whether and
when the hostages would be
!reed.
Bani Sadr's bitter c.enunciation of the militants followed
the arrest of the minister of
national guidance and information. i'iasser Minachi.
The militants alleged in a
national television broadcast
. Tuesday
evening
that
documents they found in the
embassy showed that Minachi
had "close links with the CIA."
The minister. who denied the
c~~~· ':"as arrested by the
m1lttta-ltke revolutionary
guards at his home at about
midnight.
Bani Sadr denounced the
arrest as unauthorized by the
state prosecutor. and assailed
the state radio-television
system for giving air time to the
militants
without
prior
government approval.
In an interview with the
Tehran newspaper Kayhan. he
said the embassy militants
were pavin~ the w:Jy for
lawlessness tn Iran and he
called them "dict.. tors , who
have c1 eated a government
within a governmE"nt."
"How could you expect a

government employee to go to
work feeling secure?" he asked.
"No legal or judicial security in
the country ... will undoubtedly
lead to disorder."
It was the strongest attack yet
on the militants by Bani Sadr.
who has taken over as head of
the Revolutionary Council.
which wiU be dissolved after
parliamPntary
elections
scheduled for .March.

The militants claimed they
had found documents in which:
-Former U.S. Ambassador
WiUiam Sullivan noted 1\linachi
had informed 1M embassy that
Khomeini's famiJy would be on
the same plane as Khomeini
himself when he returned from
exile last January. The
militants questioned why
Minachi would provide such
information to the Americans.

Flurries, cold weather
keep snotv order on
Although Carbondale's snow emergency was schEduled to
remain in effect until at Jea~t Thurstt..x. morning, transportation
systems in the city were rtportedly runnil}g smoothly."
~ndy Jackson. emergency services coordinator for the city.
satd the emergency order would remain in effect through
Wednesday evening and "would probably be lifted Thursday."
. T~?e snow emergency orders motorists not to park on any of the
ctty s 44 emergency snow route streets designated by blue and
.
white snowmen signs.
Jackson said that with the snow fluries the city received
Wednesday and the below freezing temperatures that were expected WednE"sday evening, city officials decided it would be best
to leave the order ia~ effect.
Snow removal_ crews were scheduled to be out by 3 a.m.
Thursday cleanng streets. according to Wayne Wheeles
· '
assistant street superintendent.
Carbondale police issued tow orders for· nine cars that
rem~tned parked on snow removal routes after the emergency
was ISsued at 6 p.m. Tuesday.

Expert: China relations limited
consumer business, Chou explained. They wiD refuse any
admission of foreign capital to
protect the consumption patterns of the Chi~. he said.
China is interested in some
U.S. machinery and technology.
but consumer items that are
also produced in China, like
textiles,
shoes,
sewing
machines, and television sets
will not be imported, Chou
emphasized.
He added that there are limits
the United States can't go
beyond,
either.
"A
Congressional law forbids the
selling of arms to communist
countries, so there wiD be no
military aid given to China. ·•
Ch.Ju. who has visited the
mainJand on two M-parate occasions recently, spending 60
days there last year, said that
he could see a clearly
established policy concerning
imports to China. He pointed out
that recent contracts with such
American companies as Trans
World Airlines and Coca-Cola
were made to accommodate
foreign visitors, not the Chinese
population. There is stiU no free
tra1:ei in China, Chou added.
When asked what China's
response to Soviet expansion in

Ry Alldrew Zin•er
~~~Writer

The Soviet troop involvement
in Afghanistan has caused the
United States to search the
world for reliable friends
willing to stand in opposition
and protest to the involvement
and potential Soviet expansion
into other countries. One of
those countries gaining increased American attention baa
been China, a long-time opponent of the Soviet Union. But
according to an authority on
China,
the
degree
of
cooperation between the two
countries wiU be limited.
lkua Chou, SIU-C professor of
political science and a native of
China,
said
that
the
coUat.-Tation will be "strictly
diplomatic and political. The
Chinese
oppose
foreign
economic and cultural inRuences in particular. They
don't want foreign economic
intervention to slip in. In that
way, the door is half open, and
half closed...
He said there are certain
limits of cooperation beyond
which China won't go. The
Peking government won't allow
foreign banks or larre cor·
porations to contro their
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Pakistan or Iran would be if it
occurred, Chou said, "The
Russians won't go into either
Pakistan or Iran. The Russians
went into Afghanistan to
replace one communist regime,
which they decided was too
shakY, for another mu~ stable

one."
"The Soviets won't move into

an area that doesn't already
have a communist base," Chou
explained.
"The
Afghan
government has been communist for %1 months. The
Soviets won't intervene in a
nation unless there is already a
stro.'lg, stable communist
government, developed in~~· ~t. They look for
For that reason, Chou said
that he thought Pakistan was
~ectly safe, and said he had
misgivings about America
providing military aid to the
Chinese neighbors .
..The aid may be laying the
groundwork for revolutionarr,
groups to grow more powerful, •
Chou said. "The cu!rent
Pakistani government is a
corrupt and oppresive one."

Chou expressed concern over
the current situation in Iran. He
said there is a viable communist party there, and emphasized that ''the days of
ruling a country by religion are
over." He said there is a
vacumn for communism to
grow in Iran, and the onJy way
the Soviets would go into Iran
would be if an established,
stable communist government
ftrst appeared.
As for China's position toward
Soviet e!Minsionism. Chou said
they will. with the United
States, jointly oppose such a
.•ch!v~elopment:

New Mexico in~JUJ~n riot ap;~
25 being tmnsferred to Marion
S~A FE, N.M. lAP) Inmates set fires and Rooded
ceUs in a new round of violence
at the riot-tom New Mexico
State Peniteqtiary. and officials

~~ ~!a~~e~:f

toh:=::
criminals out of state.
About '"25 or so" of the in·
mates from the penitentiary
will be transferred to the
federal prison near Marion,
Neil Lennon, associate warden
of the maximum security
facility, said Wf.dnesday.
A spokes111a11 for the Federal
Bureau of Prisons, Emil Aun,
said Marion, considered the
system ·s most secure institution, would receivP. any
Level 6 prisoners. That group
would mclude "the most
dangerc-..tS and vioiP.nt of all."
Aur. said.
No injuries were re~rted in
the latest outburst, wh1ch began
after maximum security
prisoners were moved back into
a cellblock.
New Mexico Gov. Bruce
King's news secretary, Jill
Marron, said the group involved
in the Rare-up included men
belived to be ringleaders in the
36-hour weekend uprising that
left at least 36 inmates dead at
the state's only maximumsecurity prison.
"They set mattresses. paper
and blankets on fire." sW- said.
"OffJCerS entered the ceUblocks
to extinguish the fires and brin!l
1M situation under control."
The violence was the first
since National Guardsmen and
a Santa Fe police special
weapons team moved into the
penitentiary Sunday to take
back control from the prisoners.
State Liquor Director Jim
Baca. a spokesman for the
prison, termed the latest

disturballCf. "minor."
Hundreds of prisoners who
had spent three nights huddled
in blankets on a prison
recreation yard were back
inside the penitentiary Wednesday, with the "exception of
the blacks who elected to stav
out," Baca said.
·
''The blacks will bl' housed in
an annex." Baca said. "It is mv
understanding that quite a few
of them will be moved to other
prisons."
Officials have said that much
of the violence during the reign
of terror was directed at informants. but Dr. Marc Orner.
the prison psychologist. said
racial tensions also were involved.
King said he hoped to move
more than half of the l.lli:l
prisoners who have been accounted for moved to state and
federal prisons in Kansas.
Colorado. Arizona, Nevada and
Oklahoma by Friday. Thirtvfive New Mexico inmates ha\·e
been transferred by air to a
federal institution in El Reno.
Okla.
The governor said "hardcore" prisoners would be
moved out of state because ~ew
Mexico could no longer provide
"maximum
security
incarceration." He said somP
inmates who had been held m
protective security also would
be moved to other prisons.

Weatlwr
Mostly cloudy Thursday
highs upper 20s to lower
Cloudy Thursday night lows
low to mid 20s. Cloudy a.id cold
Friday, snow likely, highs lower
305.
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~
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Ry Ja4:qui K1111zezuk
pared to last February's 37.3 cents per gallon.
Staff WriU!r
WASHJ~GTON 'A~ J - The Justice Department expects
The company's price for propane increased by
With fuel eosts on the rise. Central Illinois
~nmmal tnd1ctments m 90 days in the corruption scandal that
about I cent between February 1978 and
only
Public Service Co. is not the only business in
1mphcates at least eight members of Congress and reportedly has
19i9.
Carbondale that is feeling the effects of a local
spread t~ h1gh levels of the New Jersey state government.
trend toward energy conservation.
Eaton said he based his price for propane gas
Chagnned by press dtsclosures of the FBI investigation AtFour local c.ompanies supplying oil and on federal price controls. which allow him to
torney General Benjamin Civiletti asked Congress Wednesday not
propane gas !o': home _heating report a decline in
increase h!:s customer charges only in proportion
to cond~ct separate inquiries that might jeopardize iede!"al
fuel con.":-;.-n~Uon th1s year. The decline in
prosecutions.
to increases charged to him by his supplier. The
consumpbon IS concurrent with price increases supplier also operates under government cun. Ir Congress pf'rsists. Civiletti said. "a number of guilty introls, he said.
of at least 50 percent since February of 1979.
dividuals may go unprosecutffi or unpunished."
CIPS recently reported a drop in the city's
Knowledgeable sowces said the FBI has shut down several other
The Cruse Mobil Oil Distributor in Ca.·':>Ondale
electricity consumption apparent from a decline
undercover investigations in several cities rather than nsk
~ported about a 25 percent drop in oil purchases
in utility tax revenues between May and smce
disclosure because of scandal publicity that began last weekend.
last year.
December 1979. CIPS officials said decreased
Forrest Cruse blames better weather for
consumption may mean its customers are taking theOWner
drop, but he also said he finds that his
greater energy conservation measures this year. customers are supplementing their oil heat with
I(;(; f!mllts &li«<m 14 fWI'f'fJtll nlle llilre
Tht- four fuel distributors said the decline in wood oumers, "especially the ones in more rural
the amount of heating fuel purchased is a result areas."
CHICAGO I AP' - The Illinois Commerce Commission granted
of a warmer winter season and more efficient
Comm_onwealtl-t Edison a 14.42 percent rate increase Wednesda
em;rgy consumption by their customers.
Fueling a wood stove "is a lot more trouble" for an actton the utility said will generate $344.6 million in
l-.E. Cochran. owner of Cochran Oil Co. said
customers "since they have to go out and buv the
~e total_ reyenue increase is the largest ever granted a publi~
"l'v~ bee'! supplying some of my customerS with wood. It's not delivered to them like oil is. but it is uhltty m llhn01s and was approved amid shouting by about 50 signheatmg .o•l for 25 to 30 years, and this year cheaper than buying oil." he said.
totmg _prot~ters at the meeting.
tht>:··. t! JUSt not using as much."
. ~es1dentJal ~tes will climb slightly less than 14.42 percent,
Cochran said that his customers who saw
Cruse's charges for home heating oil increased while commerc1al and mdustrial user.; will pay more.
their oil prices rise from 49.1i to ~.9 cents per from 49.4 cents per gallon in 1979 to 83 cents this
The protesters. led by a man dressed in a gorilla costwne,
gall~?n since last February, tell him "that
~b!:;t ~e~=~~ 1978 and 197!1. the price rose by only repeatedly s~out~ down the four ICC commissioners who atthey ve done a lot more home insulating and
tempted to a~r the1r reasons for the decision. The vote was w to
many of them have installed wood burners
approve the mcrease.
Since last year. sales of propane gas at
wherever possible to supplement their oil heat."'' PetJ:olane
Gcas s-:rvice in Carterville ._ave also
"An_. students who have fireplaces in their declined, a s1r.,~·;1on accented by the company's Sm·wts
r./w~a
iUo.~l,.m
homes are using them more now than they have loss of a bustness account with a student
in the pao;t," he addf'd.
populateJ tra1ler court.
.. :\I~SCO~ i AP > -:- The Sov1~~ claimed Wednes.:!'l!" tt>.tt Chinese
Owner William Eaton of Southern Gas Co. said
.. advisers .,are 10 ~fgham&t:m alongside .Moslem rebels.
his 2.500 customers, about half of whom are
Thot.l:"ands . ~ th~ ant1-commuru~t rebels. the Soviets added, are
Office Manager Barbara Sutton said, "The
students, used 32 percent less propane gas for owner of the trailer court decided to switch to receiVmg tra1rung m base camps If• China for their fight against
home heating last :nonth than they did January natural gas. I guess he felt it is more convenient the Moscow-backed Afghan government.
19i9.
··we have facts indicating that Chinese 'advisers' and 'in~3~~~s ;-xpensive for students paying the heating
"I think a big part of the decrease is a result of
structors' o_ften acc_omiJ3ny their 'charges· on their bandit raids so
as to show m practice the methods of struggle against the Afghan
better weather." Eaton said. "But talking with
customer alter customer. I've found they are
Petrolane's prices for propane rose from last revC?Iution," Tass said in a disptal'h from Kabul, the Afghan
insulating more. even oldtr homes that have FebruarY'S 43.7 cents per gallon to the current 66.9 cap1tal.
ne":er been ins~lated before. They are putting cents per gallon. The company's prices increased
In other developments:
the1r storm Windows llp earlier. and even by about 2 cents between 1978 and 1979.
-~e rebels are facing !' severe shortage of arms and ambacking those up with plastic coverings."
mumtion.
accordmg m Italy s largest daily, Mila'l's Corriere della
Southern (;ds customer:;; t~re paying 58.1 cents
~ra. "V.llen a gl~rrilla has fired his daily allowance of 25 bullets
per gallor. for liquid prOJ.-·dl"e this month, com- they have in the past.
he can just hurl stones," it quoted a rebel leader as saying.
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Stop caDing 'foul,' athletes ;

!.

I am getting pretty tired of

A tip d the hat

Basic training underway?

to DE~
I want to commend the Daily
Egyptian for Tuesday's article
concerning the Therapeutic
Rehabilitation Program at the
Touch ol Nalun! Environmental
Center.
My son has attended the
Easter Seals Caanp there and it
has been one of the great experiences of his life. It is difftcult for those of us who can
communicate and move fairly
ftOI'IIIally to fully understand
what it can mean to a youngster
to be able to experience a
summer recreatiGn camp at a
setting such as Touch of Natwe.
Mr. Davis and his staff work
hard, long and sometimes
tedious hours. but the payoff in
smiles, hugs and happienss
must-at least in partmotivate them to continue.
SIU-C and Easter Seals
should be commended and
enco!lraged to continue this
wondel'fall service to very
special peupie. Support their
efforts if you can. Thank you Easter Seals. SlUe. Butch and eamp staff! Keep
up the great work. - Terry
Shepherd. Assoc:iale Professor.
{~IM

Most SIU students are
fighting the possibility of a
military draft, yet some East
Campus residents have au but
enlisted and begun basic
training. The annual Towers
versus Triads snowball fight
turned a normal Sunday into a
free-for-all.
I knew it was coming, I fought
in it two years ago, but this time
I was just going to play war
correspondent and record the
event on film. I got a lot of good
shots from my neutral position.
Most of the chiDed soldiers took
the time out to pose for the
camera ... rm sure they thought
they were front page material
for some paper. Yep, I caught
some good action... two prone
students being pummelled from
five feet away ... WOW...one guy
had a bloody nose ... near! Now
that's front page material! Hey,
it was aU in fun ... why not?
I was about to leave and
quickly develop my film when
the inevitable happened. One
lad fell to the street in front of
Mae Smith, hitting his head.

The fun was over. All 200
enemies now came rushing to
the aid of their buddy, forming
a circle. Many scurried to call
an ambulance; the rest
crowded around ti'leir friend
using up his air supply.
Like
any
good
war
correspondent, I went to get
another great photo of a11 injured soldier. This time it
wastn't funny to the students.
There was no posing. In fact,
they pushed me away from the
crowd, teUing me to ..get 'ost."
"Hey, he's hurt,'' :.ney kept
temng me.
This WAS front page
material, and I was kept from
shooting it.
There was no blood and
fortunately, the guy got up with
the assistance of the Rescue
Squad. I left the scene
somewhat relieved and mighty
pissed. Oh weD, at lea.'!:t the
incident didn't ruin the
students' fun. As the ambulance
left. the snowballs started to fly
again.- Joel Wald&scll. SeniGr,
Photojeumalis111

SIU-C administrators ' doctrine:
'Whatever it is, it '/1 cost you'
By Ricardo CabaiiPrO-.-\quino
Universities have long resisted pressure to
plan intends to supersede the Fee Deferment
conform to the real world. Now. with the help
option-regardless
of
desclaimers.
of a new breed of administrators, this may no
Naturally, those who wish to pay in inlonger be the case. John Silber, the president
stallments are assessed a "service charge"
of Boston University. typifies the
of $5. If unpaid by the deadline, there will be
"executives" tmling to make sure tbat '"the
lidded • "t . . . - illlllel'at an tbe balance.
. Business indeed.
business of universities is business." Dr.
Silber could have easily kept alive the best
The present deferment policies allows
tradition of Woody Hayes in collegiate
students to pay tuition and fees by a certain
football; instead. he became president of a
date late in the. semester at no extra cost.
University. The responsibilities of both jobs
However alluring the installment plan
are no longer that dissimilar.
seems, it merely will add dollars to the cost
of an already unaffordable price for
Careful not to be outdone by its peers, SIU
educatiou in this place !assuming that
has lately endt•avored to ape not the Dewey
education IS the outout-l'd rather call it
model of universities. but the Chase
"schooling). This University is indeed enManhattan's. If the Truman and Carter
deavoring to fuel inflation, however atdoctrines were supposed to send clear
tractive-and
misleading-the fancy titles.
messages to tile Soviets, SIU's Horton
The late registration fee. proposed at $25
Doctrine t.as a clear message to students:
adds
yet another gem to "the Second Jewel."
''whatever it is. it's gonna cost you." The
As usual, it wiD place most of the hardship on
said doctrine at first had the appearance of a
undergraduates 1the only constituency
haphazard set of new policies aimed at
without
a voice). Graduate courses ~ally
erecting hidden fees under the euphemism of
close
because theft are not enough students.
"service charges."
However, the
With undergraduates it is the other way
proliferation of such charges with rabbit-like
around. Departments pay more attention to
intensity denies spontaneity and rather
graduate students (sources of cbeap labor).
bespeaks of careful planning.
Further, in terms of advocacy, graduate
Most of the proposed "service charges''
students have a council which only
sprung up in Academic Affairs, thus ihe
overenjoys shooting down unfair policies.
honor goes to Vice President Horton when it
Undergraduate leaders. on the contrary, are
comes to giving the doctrine a proper title. In
so "professional" they never disagree with
aU fairness, he may not even like to charge
the administration until it is too late.
students these fees. Nevertheless, he has
Needless to say, the late registration
fmal approval of these material equivalents
"service charge" cannot guarantee anything
of rip-offs.
sa•e higher costs to students. Lessening
The most hideous of the new fees came
ilexibility does not bring along quality or
along as a silent partner. when the new
even bureaucratic simplifiCation. The b!!ame
library policies were adopted Feb. 1. Docfor the mess will just transfer from students
to the overworked computer.
toral candidates, the policy states. shall
I am sure those who proposed these
enjoy the privileges and rights pertaining to
policies mean well. They may be outstanding
faculty and staff. However, there is a pnce.
Five dollars a semester will buy such
parents and dedicated members of the
community. However, they stiU have time to
priviJ-~.>ge:i. In exchange, doctoral candidates
scrap the "service charge" nonsense and
•·ill !«eive a "Courtesy Card." The process
begin anew. Ironically, as the concern for
out to be repeated at the beginning of each
declining enrollment of students increases,
semester. Admittedly the library can use aU
the money it can grasp, but this "service
so do blocks to their enrolling. Suicidal
charge" defies common sense. I find it
oolicies do not belong at SIU.
breathtaking that utilization of the library by
If, through students' ignorance, apathy,
doctoral candidates has now become a
carelessness oc lack of effective represenmatter of courtesy. at a steep price. Cantation. au these "service charges" do get
didates need not renew their status with the
implemented, the least the administration
Graduate Sehool; why should they when it
can do is have the Internal Revenue Service
...-omes to using the library? Candidacy, like
list them as tax-dedoctible. Should they wish
puberty, is supposed to happen only once.
to copy thf. obnoxious aspects of Chase
Remarkably. these "service charges" are
Ma'1hattan, they might as well use the good
attached to polici~ which indeed look
ODI.!SlOO.
desirable. Witness the Tuition and f'ees
Installment Plan. It does sound comEDITOR'S SOTE: Ricardo Caballt'romendable to institute such a measure.
,\quino is a former prt'Sidt'nt of tht' Graduate
However. after a careful examination. I ha\·e
Student ('oundl and was 011 'ht' ('banrellqr
1i i
ceme to the conclusion that the Installment .. Searcb Assistaact' Council.• '
P.age 4.
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the cry-baby altitudes of some
of the athletes of this coontry.
They have told us many things
about the Evil ("..overnment, two
of which are : 1) Athletes are
not subsidiU'd but are used as a
political tool. 2> Athletes ar-e
being singled out as political
martyrs.
As for No. 1. I have to wonder.
How many of those athletes that
complain about no subsidy are
on full, four-year scholarships?
Or even partial scholarships? If
paying for education, room. and
board is not subsudy, then what
is? But the way, SIU is a state
institution. Supported by the
Evil Government.
As for point No. 2, that kind of
thinking would be funny if it
•·asn't so sad. Before the
mympic boycott was even
mentioned, a grain embargo
was established that will likely

result in a glut on the market.
And if you follow the economics
of agriculture at all, you know
that it is the fanners who
usually suffer when something
like this happens.
I don't remember hearing any
of these athletes attack the
government for being unfair to
the farmer. In fact, I iml ~ine
most people felt it was
somethimg that should be done.
The fanners 'might suffer, but
it's for a good cause, right?
Isn't it funr1y how quickly
people change their mind& whm
they are asked to dish out a
little, too.
. As a J)lllltscript, mv compliments and respect to track
coach Lew Hartzog and others
in athletics like him, who
realize that the lives of people in
Afghanistan are much more
important than any athletic
contests. Daa Martin,
Gr.tdule, Theater

No police at snowbaO fights?
I am writing to you concerning the recent "snowball"
fights between residents of
Thompson Poipt and members
of various fraternities housed at
Small
Group
Housing.
<.enerally, they start with about
50 to hJO Thompson Point
residents walking across the
lake and pelting one of the
fraternities with snowballs until
they attract the fraternities'
attention, or break a few
windows, or both. Such was the
case Sunday at 105 Small Group
Housing. and Tuesday at 103
Small Group Housing, In both
cases windows wer:- broken, in
both cases campus security was
called, an~! in both cases

security simply let it happen.
What concerns me is the fact
that SIU security overlooks
this. Having observ~ some of
these confrontations, I can
assure you snowballs are not
the only things thrown. How
long will this continue before
someone ge:s seriously hurt? 1
guess that's up to University
officials. It also seems tha: the
matter of who pays for the
damages is up to University
officials, and I personally will
not tolerate it if Small Group
Housing residents are charged
for damages incured by
Thompson Point residents. James D- Heitala. lf!::io.. ,
Marttetin'

1 am outraged! In Friday's
DE you ran an article concerning the snow removal
situation. John Yow, code enforcement director, offered a
simple solution to the problem
or who is responsible for
shoveling the sidewalk of rented
property; and I quote " .... the
officers would issue tickets to
both parties. The cOID'ts would

then decide who was responsible... " As if our courts weren't
full enough!
If all the time and energy was
put to removing the snow instead of shifting the blame,
things might get done and run
smoothly ... .in Carbondale?
Forget it.- Kart Beyle, J•ni•.
Polilial Sciellce

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

STC 't••t•tlt fairies' teach children'
dental l1ygiene witl1 shows, games
Rv Charitv (;ould
staff Wriler

Bobbv has a tooth pulled. HP
carefully places it under his
pillow. then patiently waits for
the tooth fairv to com£'.
When the fairy arrives. Bobby
is in for a reward greater than
money. The tooth fairy takes
him to the tooth graveyard to
find out why his other teeth
have died and how hl' can takl'
better care of his rl'maining
ones.
This is the storvlinl' for a
puppet show. part of thl' School
of Technical Carpers" Dental
Hygiene carnival for National
Children's Dental Health \\"eek.
Over 104 dPntal hygiene
students spent three months
planning for the week -long
event that began Sunday at the
West !\lain Street l\lcDnnald"s.
About 100 children visited the
educational booth set up at
McDonald's.
This week the students will
visit Winkler. Lakeland.

Springmure. Parri:;h. Thomas
and l.ew1s p)enwntrv schools in
(' .ondale.
·
"It's P.itimatf'd tha! ov.. r 1.2110
students will have participated
in the carnival this week.··
:\lary Callaghan. coordinator of
the dtmtal hygiene progran .
said.
The carnival. coordinatE-d bv
Linda Winebaugh. sophomor(.
in dental hygiene. is designed
for childr£>n from kmdprgarten
through sixth grade
Tooth Toss. :\latch the D(ntal
Duties and Pin-the-Tnoth-in-the:\Jouth were some of the !!ames
created by the dental hygienists
for the carnival.
.r\ short movie titled "Toothbrushing with Charlie Brown"
and a plaque control demonstration were also included.
The stu(f<>nts demonstrate the
correct wav to brush teeth.
show pictures of pla~·.~e on
teeth. and explain U>l' differl'nce !Jetlolieen "guod and bad
foods." Cindy Holtrreter.

organizer of thl' education
program. said.
After the plaque control
demonstration. the children get
a diploma and a letter to give to
their parents describing tht> ftve
things children can do at home
to care properly for their tf'eth.
Holtfreter said.
Saturdav. the carnival will be
set up at i:niversity Mall from
10 :>.m. to -l p.m
"At the mall. Wl''ll also have
!he winning posters from the
pn~ter contest we held this
week. The different grade
scltools' art classes participated. The children made
posters on anything related to
dental hygiene." Holtfreter
said.
Callaghan said the students
have done a great job with the
carnival.
"From evaluations I have
received from the schools. they
have said everything has been
excellent." she said.

Students attend broadcafi't meeting

Staff photo by Randy Klauk
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By Cllarlly GeaN
StaR Writer
"It's an opportunity of a
lifetime," Teri Winking. a
senior in radio-TV. said about
the International RadioTelevision Society College
Conference in New York Citv.
Winking and David Beedy.
alsn a seniOF in radio-TV. are
two of 25 students selected

nationwide to attmd the conferenre that began Wednesday
and wiU run until Feb. 11.
More than 300 radio-TV
students applied to ahend the
conference.
The finalists had to submit a
1.000-word essay on "Communicati9n in the Year 2000'" as
well as a letter of ~om
mendation from an i!tstructor.

Winking. a Sprinllfjeld native.
works in tbe sales department
of WIDB radio. Beedy.
orignially from Des Plaines. is
the student news director for
WSIU radio and te •.,vision.
"We'D be attendi~ meetiDgs
all day and tour tbe major
networks of NBC, CBS and
ABC," Winking said.
IC.-.IilniM H
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Marathana brings pamphlets•••
Rv l'-..1 SCU•ta

=~=-uS·~rn:~.the good news

staff Writer

You may have been approached by one of them.
You may have even encauntered tllem in the Student
Center.
But most likely you patiently
stirred in your seat at one of
severai movies they sponsored
in the
Student
Center
Auditorium.
11\'ho are they and what is this
three-week barrage of pamphleteering. singing. entertair.ing and evangelizing
they have brought to SIU-C?
You could say it's a
celebratioil.
Maranatha
Ministries lnttmational is the
group's official m>me. They
descended on Carbon.:lale ~<bout
two weeks before the .:an. 28
opt'fting of their new oulre.:>('h
chapel at 715 S. liniversity.
They brought their leader. Bob
Weiner,
Praise Band and a
task force of 20 college-age
evangelists to, a.:cording to

the

$6,000. An initial core of 150 k1ds

from the high school was
"saved," Weiner said, and before he knew what had happened"the thing was just
growiug and growing.''
t~~i~w!~f:~d s~!~~ P::r~ W~iner said the highsecretary. Maranatha means schoolers wen! to college and
wante•l to start outreach
"Christ comes soon."
The purfiOSe of MMI. Weiner ministries. Weint>r's church ir.
said. is to "preach the total Paducah. a Presbyterian
committrrent of one's life to church. collected oiferings to
Jesus Christ. what the Bible start a center at Murray St.
University.
calls being born-again."
Since then. center's have
Weiner. a native Chicago:ln,
started MMI seven years ago in grown to 24 campuses
Paducah. Kentucky after he throughout the South and to
sold his house and li:'ft his ad- Argentina. Brazil. Venezuela.
vertising job in California to ('JnaJa and England.
··We're going to be on every
"bring joy and happiness and
peace to my friends. I had a major university campus in the
burden to bring it back to the world before Jesus com€S." he
South." Weiner pastored the said.
SIU-C is going to have the
Christian Life Church in
"biggest revival" the world has
California.
In Paducah. Weiner bought seen on a university campu.'l.
two houses across from a high Weiner said," because II><J5t of
school and started a Christian the kids here haven't grown up
center with church donations of Y.ith religion."
The nondenominational
charismatic group will leave
behmd two chapel <firectPrS

••• 'Praise Rancl' to spread 'nelt's'
Bv Jeaell ots.
siarr Writer

"Young people all over the
world are different in culture.
yet looking for the same thing."
said Robert Pierce. road
manager and drummer of The
Praise Band. "They're looking
for life- for something to satisfy
and fulfiU them.··
Pierce, who has traveled to
Great Britain. Argentina. South
America and Canada with the
seven-member group. said he
believes that "life can only be
tound in a relationship with
Jesus Christ.''
The Praise Band. who has
been in Carbondale for the past

week. is singing at 7 p.m.
through Feb. t2at the Marantha
Christian Center. located at 715
S. UnivPrsity.
The group consists of Howard
Ray. director and lead vocalist.
John Conner, who plays
saxophone.
flute
and
keyboards.
Sarah
Tate.
vocalist. Brett Vantreese.
electric and accoustic guitarist,
Bob Mason. bass guitarist.
Teena Thorton. vocalist. and
Pierce.
Even though The Praise Band
has been in existence for six
years. Pierce is the oldest
member of the present group.
He has been with the troupe for

NO. I COMID\' Nltl

while thP . othPr
members joined last Augu:.t.
"I've alwavs had musie
aspirations." Said 22-year-old
Pierce who used to play in l"()('k
and roll bands. "But until I
committed mv life to Christ I
wasn't fulfilled. Now I'm oot
making a lot of money, but I'm
able to see people's lives
changp.''
In addition to singing contemporary gospel music such as
"Perfect Peace" by Andre
Krouch and "Clean Before My
Lord" by Honeytree. members
of The Praise Band also share
their personal experiences with
the audience.
"Beconting a Christian has to
be an intelligent decision, not an
emotional response." said
.Pierce. "While our music may
woo people toward Christianity.
they have to realize that they
are living in sin. and they have
to tum away from it to give
U:emselves to the Lord."
The Praise Band, who
"bt>iieves in the Lord to bring in
their finances," doesn't restrict
themselves to performing in
churches. They have also
performed in university student
centers.
high
schools.
resla;Jrants. night clubs and a
footballlociter room.
"No matter where we play.
we don't compromise our
message." Pierce said. "We
~=r.~. the gospel of Jesus

~ STEVE MARTIN
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'ROfier Boogie' vapid fad film
Bv Bill Crewe
Ent•rtainm.n& Edilor
The biggest problem with
"Roller Boogie." the latest
disco film fiasco. is that the
"bad guys" orfer a more perfect bookend for "Skatetown
socially significant viewpoint U.S.A."
than the clownishly immature
The two films have much. in
kids masquerading as "good fact too much. in common. Both
guys."
star unbelievably bland kids
The "bad guys" 1headed-up whose hair and clothes look
by Mark Goddard, who hasn't per!C!Ct. They Wt:ar big nashy
had an acting job since "Lost in Ultra Brite stniles and ogle the
Space") want to tear. or bum. opposite sex as if they were
down the local roller disco and heads of cattle rather than
build a shopping center on the human beings.
property. The "neat" kids, who
The boys have perfect
worship the fad of roller disco physiques and sculptured
as if it were the Second Coming, handsOme faces. They wear
want to save the joint at any tight satin pants often
cust. A K-Mart would be much decorated with plenty of
more welcome than the epitomy sparkles. The girls occupy their
of the "me-generation" the kids free time painting their faces
are trying to save.
and toenails, come-on to guys as
"Roller Boogie" is anothet if they had left their morals at
mindless "fad" film that tries to home and gladly give open
cash in on the fast-buck displays of "T and A." They
schemes teens and pre-teens also have plenty in common.
are often force-fed with by They don't seem to work. go to
publicity men and adveni:>ing school or possess an intellect
agencies. It matches as a above the third Jn"ade level.

0rtKJn JJ'Piif.s film
to lw IJWtwiiiM

UNIVERSITY 4 " 457-&157

Welles wrote. directed and
starred in the 1958 chiller. which
follows the investigation of a

1\lexico.
~

llf:t.;-

, ,.

Rv Jim Bennett
Stud•nt Writer
SIU-C i~ not just in Southern
Illinois. It is also in the Shire of
Far Reaches of the Middle
Kingdom.
The medieval designation is
but one of the ways the Society
for Creative Anachronism
expresses its romantic view of
the Middle Ages.
Bill
Crawford.
the
organization·s president. said
they "observe what's done in
the 20th century and apply it to
medieval times."
"I see most of the people in
the SCA as artists creatively
interpreting the Middle Ages."

Crawford. a senior in cinema
and photography. said.
The word anachronism
means anything out of its
proper historical time.
When someone joins the SCA
they do some research and pick
a time before 1650 and then he
chooses a name in keeping with
the medieval "$pirit.
Crawford·s personna, for
example, is Willam Dr..gonsmith. He said be picked this
name based on a project be once
did for his cinema studies in
which he built a model Loch
Nt"''S Monster.
The SCA is trying to change
l('oalinaed •

Patee I)

Starring

George
Segal,

UIIIIVfiiSITY MALL

Natalie

One of Orson Welles lesser
knowr. films. "Touch of Evil."
will be presented at 7 and 9 p.m.
Thursday in the Student Center
Auditorium. The film is sponsored by the SPC Films Committee. Admission is $1.

:!~·o; :~:Pf;:;:nre~d

One good point about
"Skatetown U.S.A." was that it
was populated with has-been
stars the audienee could laugh
at and insult. The actors in
"Roller Boogie'are never-weres
that no one has ever heard of.
Roller disco champ Jim Bray is
particularly awful Blair must be working on the
most bizarre film career in
history. First she played a
possessed child who threw-up
green pea soup in "The Exorcist," then she went on to play a
woman in a particularly kinky
prison and a teenage alcoholic
in TV movies. Now.she's turned
into a mindless roller-clone
who's onlj' goal in life is to win a
roller dance contest. Go back to
1barfing. Linda. "Roller B~ie"
only appeals to the lowt>St of
tastes. The music is bland. even
for disco. the acting is infantile
and the script is worse. At least
the dozen giggling teenagers in
the audience had a hell of a
til'l'o?. The only adults "Roller
Boogie" would appeal to are
those who have recently had a
frontal lobotomy.

l

Student 0'7Ianization attempts
interpretation of Middle .A(les

i:

Wood,
Richard

B

USTIN HOFFMAN
MERYL STAEEP

Kramer
vs.
Kramer

~

7th IIIG WIIIC
l . . .y S:11(1li1.JS 7:M
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A story in the Jan. 30 edition
of the Daily Egyptian incorrectly reported that the
Student Programming Council had $15.000 in purchased
new equipment.
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.Draft for tvonletr battled lJt"er
d11ring t.rpical cocktail part)"
By lla~th A. Mullip•
AP Spfti:ll Correspclftdeat
BOSTON AP 1 -'-- It was that time in the
evening when, invariably, the social order
breaks down.
The men, one by one, had wandered off to the
kitchen to discuss grave issues around the ice
bucket. The women remained in the livingroom
trading diets, tax assessment shocks and
political preferences in the coming presider,tial
p:-imaries with the hostess, who avoided the
k•tchen like a sink full of dishes.
Normally X-rated jokes on one side and good
ciean vicious gossip on the other distinguish the
two camps at this separation stage in any
cocktail party, but these, as Tom P3ine once
noted, are times that try persoo<.:' souls.
Issues, preferably gut issue,, •ere the order of
the day-or the night, getting on to morning, as
the digital kitchen clock indicated.
"U Jimmy Carter wants to register women for
the draft," the round, ruddy-faced insurance
salesman opened the seminar, "My approach is
basically the Hennie Youngman approach: Take
my wife, please ... anybody."
Leaning against the French doors lt>ading to
the living room, his wife, small, mousey. her
hair drawn tight like Lydia Pinlt!Jam 's, could be
heard saying in a high fluty voice: ··our Cynthia
woaJd love to be drafted. s~·s boy crazy now,
and maybe the Anny would make her clean up
her room."
Back around the kitchen table, where the
spirits bottle were lined up in parade ground

formation, the auto parts dealer poured himself
four meaty ringers of sour mash and waxed
nostalgic.
"Drafting my first wife ,;ollld probably be
against the Geneva convention. :ihe could lead a
whole sapper squad of Andy Cai>P women and
drive the Soviets out of Afghanistan in a week.
She had a tongue like a flame thrower and her
mother was worse. I feel sorry for any prisoners
that fell into their hands. Our war has been over
eight years now and I'm still paying reparations.
Gladly."
The real estate agent, recently divorced but
presently "encumbered." was all for drafting
women for the sake of sexual equality but drew
the line at putting them in a combat situation.
"I know there are women at West Point, doing
well, and women astronauts with no place to go
now that the program is shot and I think there's
even a woman in command of a Coast Guard
cutter, but I can't see them raising the flag at
!wo ,lima or hacking it on those long range recon
patrols m Vietnam."
"Hey. and don't forget,'' cut in the used car
dealer, who had a reputation as a cutup in such
affairs as this, "Miss Piggy is the first mate or
whatever on the flight deck there in Swine
Trek."
What about J011n of Are? Boadicea? Molly
Pitcher? Cleop•tra? Helen of Troy? Carry
Nation? The great women warriors of history
were mti>ilized to confront his vision of impending decadence down at the draft board.

Students picked fw meeting
CC•Iillaf'CI ff'811t Pll~ 51

John
Kurtz. .. assistant
professor in radio-TV. said he
recommended Winking for the
conference because of her interest :.nd knowledge in the
fitch:!. "l•'s not a game for her. I
think <:he's an excellent
represenldive of the department and of the Fniversity," he
said.
Oybvig, who recommended
Beedy. says the student t:as a
talent and interest for broadcasting.
GRA~T. i\lich. 1AP1 - You
can add tow trucks to the list of
"official" Wiuter Olympks
paraphernalia. Jamt>S l.emson
of (irant. his son. and three
other :\hchigan mt>·, are dul" in
Lake Placid. NY.. to operatP
one of 17 such tru(·ks

Beedy. who had an internship
last summer at WBBM in
Chicago. said he was glad to be
chosen and is anxious to see how
programming decisions are
made on a national level.
Both students will be competing for one of 10 month-long
internships in ~ew York this
summer. The l\l students
chost>n will get an internship of
their ehoice in anv art'a of radio
and television brOadcasting.
Eugene Dyb\·ig. acting
dairman 1•f tht' Radto·
T·~levision Department. said
th:ee students from SW ..('in the
past two years have gont' to the
confcrt'P!.:e. Two of the students
were chosen for summer in·
ternships.

,..SABIN

AUDI~

•Technics Q2 Turntable
Retail $200 S.le 11. .
·•Fuji C-90 Mt.'tal tape-111
•Just Arrived: Grafyx Splus.
•Telarc Digital Records
Heart. Doobie Bros ..
1812 Overture. Firebird
•Technics lng. Amps &
Receiv.~•s-25% off
•Grado Co• . H~. off
•Best Prices on TDI< and
Moxetl Taoe
•Free Poly Vinyl Record

covers w vis of
7 days o week 8am·10pm
1313 South St. M boro
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17 Vt'ars ao; a d1einist with the GAF Corporation. Joe Smith hal> found a new ..formula" in life.

Being o Marine officer: requires many things. Total
responsibility. Abilitv to give 100% to every
challenge-every time. Above oil, leadership; the
single most critical skill sought after by an em-ployer--military or civilian. If y~ hove the poten:ial. desire, toughness ond determination, we can
make you a 1eoder. Not ;vst while you're a Morine
officer but for the rest of your life. See your Morine
Corps Programs Representatives in the Student
Center ot the River ROoms, Feb. 5-7 fra,n 8 a.m. to .

~

present

~

He has found that the key to pl'rsonal satisfaction
comes fmm a hvi~ n.iationship with Jt:~!iS ('hrisl.,:

mto

In cg;·fy i·l:f78. Jae was "rromoted ..
fuR-time·
miniury. Now. b~ is an author. teacher and ev~etist
for Jesus Christ. c;od also uses him in prorfictic ministry. offering wisdom and direction to individual lives.
J<JC al§O scrvt.-s :ss lkan of the Maranatha; "leadership
fraining . School. an international conferent:e auemkd
rnmarily by university-a~ adults.
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to

medieval times
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PRICES LOWER THAN EVER

fl

its image from one of members
dressed up as knights battling
each other with medieval
weapons. Crawford said.
In previous years. the SCA
gave ~monstrations of fighting
techmques, complete with
costume~
and weaponry.
Crawford said.
"It became a circus."
Crawford said. "Some of the
spectators were out for blood."
The club will still have
fighting as part of its a~tivities.
Crawford said. but it is tryjng to
bring out other aspects ol the
organization.
Bill Cemeno. a graduate
student ~tudying Russian. is
training to qualify ao; a fighter.
He said that a penwn doesn't
grab a helmet. sword and shield
and start figteting. t'ighters
must qualify at one of the .
SCA 's tournaments for every
piece of equipment or w~ 9ponry
thev use.
T"hey must be able to
demonstrate their ability to
defend and attack without
anyone getting hurt. A lot ot
trainin(! stnd discipline is involvt:d, C..:iu~'IO said.
"H'!< somewhat of an
escaJW. •· Cemeno said. "a way
to ge~ in good physical condition
wb;le increasing the un<!~rstanding of Middle Age
techniques."
They don't use steel swords
when they battle. Swords ar.d
oth-"1" weapons are made from
rattan and then wrapped for
safety. Duct tape is used to
wrap the swords.
Craw·ford said the actual
knights used wooden weapons,
also. It took about 20 years to
train a knight and it was foolish
for him to be injured in practice, he said.
Peaceful Arts Tournaments
are held at various times durin11
the year. Ashley said, and
everyone brings his specialty to
the tournaments for show or
competition. A feast is given at
which authr.ntic medieval
dishes and mead, an alcoholic
beverage, is se: ved.
Feasts are also given at the
coronation of the king of each
kingdom.
There are six
kingdoms in the United States,
one in Canada and kingdoms in
Germany and England.
The SCA has tentatively
scheduled a feast for Apr. S.
Crawford said, and he l:.opes to
have it at the Touch of Nature
Environmental Center.

*FINAL DAYS*
GOING-OUT
· OF BUSINESS
'SALE
ENTIRE STOCK _OF

MEN~S

CLOTHING

1/2 PRICE L~:~R
BE
M~~~:· OVER 500 SP~~;'t:ATS MUST
SOLD
SUITS & SPORT COATS
BY HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX, .JOHNNY CARSON, PIERRE

CARDIN, AUSTIN REID, HAGGAR AND OTHERS

Suits and Sport Coats from $15 to $130

One Group
Pants & Shirts

PLUS

We also have
Big & Tall Mens
Shirts Available

$5.71
I/2;~:EOFF

• SHIRTS
•JACKETS
•SWEATERS

STORE HOURS: MONDAY-SAJURDAY 10-6
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Prison or not, athletes' village
at Olympics compared to best
Rv

(~ffrev

Miller

:\P Sporl!' \\'riter

LAKE PLACID. N.Y. <APl"I ask vou does this look like a
prison?" said Harry Fregoe,
mayor of the Winter Olympic
Village at l..ake Placid.
"We think it's the best
athletes' village ever provided
for the Winter Games. Because
it's going to be a minimum
security prison when the
Olympics are over, we have had
to put up with a lot of hostile
comment from the world
press."
Some of it does look like a
prison. particularly the small
two-bed rooms with plain brick
walls and no windows. Eut the
whole complex at Ray Brook. a
few miles out from Lake Placid
village in the Adh·ondack
Mountains, compa~·es well
o•·~ll with !:-.usbruck in 1976
and S"!'~i-o in 19i2.
"It was built as an Olympic
VHiage. not as a prison.··
Fregoe said. "We approached
the Prisons Bureau to budd il.

th~y didn't approach us. We
almost had to go down on our
knees and beg them to do it."
The committee has endured
some criticism of the planning
for the facility. notably last
w .!ek, when a Soviet sports
official said that it was "antihumane .. to expect athlt>tes to
stay in a building destined to be

a ~~~"olympic villages have
apartments for two or three.
consisting of bedroom. Jiving
room and kitchen. This one
offers the athletes hedrooms
only, with big communal living
rooms.
"Instead of staying in their
own apartments they go out into
the big rooms.·· Fregoe said.
"Bobsledders meet downhill
skiers, biathlon competitors
meet skaters. That's what the
Olympic Games are all about."
Fregoe, a Lake Placid
resident. is one of the rroany
villagers who have dedicat.:d
thPmselves to the Winter
Ol~Tnpics. Two years ago he

Priests' blessing dispels
ghost harltlting nightclub
By Bob Springl'r
:\ssoc.'iatl'd Prl'n \\ritt'r

SPRINGFIELD •APl
Three Roman Catholic priests
insist it wasn't an exorcism.
They say they "blessed" a local
nightclub only to dispel fears
among the living that the ghost
of a bartender who killed
himself there in 1968 haunted
ille place.
But Tom Blasko. an owner of
the Sober Duck Disr.o and Rock
Club. says the holy water and
p."Byers lasi August wurked lik~
a charm. that the ghost. ltudr.
hasn't been seen. heard or f!:lt
since by him or workers.
"We took a step to ease their
minds .. . and apparently it
worked.'' said the Rev. John
Corredato. of St. Patrick's
Church of Kankakee.
But Blasko swears they did
more than that. that Rudy was
real-not just tht.. product of

active imaginations.
He says the blessing ridded
the club of the "resUess soul" of
bartender Albert "Rudy"
Cranor. who shot himself in the
chest at the club on June 'Zl.
1968. and died the next morning
at a hospital.
Barbara Lard, the waitress.
said she saw Rudy's transparent-Iii<.. head floating one
night in an unused part of the
club. She said it warned with an
inhuman voice that "an owner
is going to die."
"For a long time I thought I
was cracking up,'' she said.
"When something like this
happens to you. you just have to
go 'whoa."'

temporarily gave up his job as
an insurance salesman to work
full-time on organization of the
athletes' \•illage.
When Lake Placid was
awarded the Gam<'S six years
ago it had no firm pl.:ms for a
village.
t:nder the rules of the International Olympic Committee. the village had to be
fenced and well secured. And in
line with Olympic traditions.
Lake Placid had to find a
permanent use for it.
"I went to see a minimum

OM.Y $KON)S fllOM CAMPUS
BY HELICOPTI.
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~n'!:'.i. ~nS~:?dedt it
just the thing," Fregoe said.
"And that's how we came to hit
on a prison."
When all the athletes are
assembled there wtil be 1.800
living in the small units that
make up this complex among
the snowy hills. They will be
provided entertainment day
and night. including a theater
and a cinema and a pinball hall
'+\;th 2li machi~. nil free.
1
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s:oo p.m. Ballroom D
Students $2.o0
Public $3.50

Several wetks iater. with
Blasko fearing he was marked
for death. an ownt'r of the
building who leased the space to
Blasko died at a~e 69.

In this <.·omt•ch-. a reclusive office
wor kt•r I nmsic- lover. whose dost•st n•lationship is with his stereo,.
trit's to seduce the girl of _his dreams. Unavoidable complications arise. ranging from hilarity to touching social commentary.

A Center. Stage Production
snonsored
SPC and

~ ~· ,j•,,
~0 iJ U HJWlH lhtH tf i H if:·

;-,the

ffiS:' More··funds spent
than Scott had available
Cl!ICAGO IAPI-A witr.ess
from the Internal Rev~nue
Service testified Wedm;!sday
that Attorney General William
J. Scott spent more cash bootween 1972 and 1!r. ·s than he r1d
available from known sources.
Robert N. Dyas, called as an
expert witness for
the
prosecution, said he had fully
examined the government's
case against Scott, who is
charged with under-reporting
income from 1972 to 1975.
"Far more cash was spent
fby Scott) than was available
from the known sources of
funds," Dyas said after federal
Judge John Powers Crowley
ruled Dyas could offer opinions
since he was an expert witness.
Scott spent "a great amount"
of cash on "a great deal" of
travel, said Dyas, who
regularly reviews criminal tax
cases for the U.S. attorney's
office as a technical advisor to
the IRS.

Campus Briefs
A debate among the Democratic candidates for Jackson
County State's Attorney-William Schwartz. Guice Strong
and John Clemons-will be at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Morris Library Auditorium. The debate-is sponsored by
the College Democrats and will be followed by a questiOn
and answer period.

Dvas ·aiJ his f~rst step in
analyzing the caSij agi.\inst Scott
was to seek the source of
allegedly unr.•ported Cii3h.
Initially, he said. he looked
into the ~\1.800 in cash that
Scott's fir..t wife said she found
tucked away in two of the
defenda-:-~t's safe deposit boxes.
"i W<tS trying to see whethf'r
the cash he used for those
travels was from the safe
deposit boxes." Dyas said.
But, "Mr. Scott consistently
said
lduring
divorce
procef'dings) to her Ibis first
wife, Dorothy), this money is
for campaign purposes," Dyas
adoc-d. "Mr. Scott told her
(I>Jrothy) in 1967 and 1968 that
the money was not available for
personal WOE-."

Mobilization of Volunteer Effort. the student volunteer
program. is reo.:ruiting students wh" want to develop their
creative ideas in volunteerism.
Registration for the Youth Swim Program for dependents of students. facuJty.J;taff and alumni is in progress at
the Recreation Building. An aerobic fitness workshop at 7
p.m. on Thursdays in Room l;i8 is planned _oo <!valuate a
participant's fitness level and help htm ge~ m shape. _Information for both programs may be obtamed by callmg

College Democrats, meeting,
~.m .• Missouri Room.
U.S. Marines. meeting. B_a.m. to 5
uft·.:;'sSaline~~ 1~':~~ Room!i
Rt>habilitation ~ervtce. meetmg.
8:30a.m. to 5 p.m.. lllinms

~i:/::!~\C:~ing. 7:30 _p.m .•
Policy and Space Committee.
meeting, 4 p.m .. Kaskaskia

E:~~- Your

Horizons Workshop.
meeting. 3 p.m., Musoun Room.
Society fur C"reative Anat.ilronism,
meeting, 7 p.m., lroquots Room.
BOLT. meetmg, 6:30 p.m.,
Kaskaskia Room.
Marketing Club. meeting. 7 p.m.,
Activity Room B.
. .

week.

~12W

Ma1n Carbondale

DOES YOUR FRATERNITY.
SORORITY. ORGANIZATION.
OR CLUB NEED
EXTRA CASH?
CALL:
MIKE KAPLAN

1-S4~ FUND aAISING'
A Oov~•an al School Product Cansullonts
(h,caga ll 60611

KEMPIR & DODD S1B1E0 IS NOWOPIN AT 1HEIR NEW
LOCATI()IIII WE'll CELDRAnNG WI1H SUPER STEREO
SAVINGS fOil ONLY 3 MOllE DAYS. YOU WON'T IELIEVE
SOME OF THE DEALS WE'RE OFFERING ON QUALITY
AUDIO COMPONENTS.
BASF "STUDIO" 90 MINUT£ CASSEnE TAPES

GDPIONEER' SA-5800 AMPLIFIER
WITH FLOURESCAN METERS

BUYONE-

GET
TWO

ft[:~'$129

FREEl

.:-..

SAVE17%
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SYSTEM

of Business and A_d·

p~~-ogenesis 1

meeting, 7 p.m.,
ComrLunicallons 1122.
Prout Federation lecture, "T~e
Draft." 7:30 p.m., Dav1s

-

LS-211 SPEAKER

::~~~~~~':.lio~ s~~!~~t ~~~~~~~

Classrooms 108.
Alpha Epsilon Rho, meeting, 7:30
p.m., Lawson 2t•l.
A:~~~~c;:;:11 Ji~~b, meeting: 3
southern lllioois Collegiate Ss,Jing
Club. meeting. 9 p.m., Lawson

TECHNICS SA •15 WATT
STEREO RECEIVER

~~.t.:..~

New Student Leader Selectl_{ln
Interest, meeting, 7 p.m., Salme

•&&
C9~!~

FACTORY PRICE REDUCTION
ON YAMAHA AMPliFIER!

3-WAY HIGHWAY
FIDEUTY SPEAKERS

\~.

Allditorium. Wham.

Karate Club workout, S p.m.,
Recreation Building.

nt..~MOU9

l'tft

1.,., t

Til toLD IIIII
SAVE •100 Off OURREGUU.fl:
PRICE ON TECHNICS 3-HEAD
CASSETTE DECK!
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Student

618 549·8025

The Friends of Morris Library wiU collect books.
magazines, records and cassette tapes from 9 a.f!1. to 1
p.m. Saturday in the green barracks on Lmcoln Dnve.

p.m .. Student Center Auditormm.
StUdent Pollution Control. meeting.
P~agim.a~n~~r;o~~:~e Club,
meeting. 7:30 p.m.. MJSSisstppt

Rsr::dent

needed help. New

each

S I U CAMPUS REP

536-5531.

Si:~amPhi Epsilon. meeting, 5:30
s~c";ii:~::-~h'!,f~vil... 1 a_nd 9

J..!~r6 P-~a):;anrar:;.~n

vau that
start

Otscount Avo,fable. Phone SA9-3917 for
a fr.e no obhgor.on oppoentment
We1ght Lon Center

Grand
Opening!

~ctivities

B:lr::;;m and Folk Dance class.
6·30 p.m .. Ballroom A.
BAC n.eeting. 7 p.m .. Ohio Room

can gtve

clones

We've Been Listening to Youl

State Department report indicates
human rights repressed worldwide
WASHINGTON tAPl
Human rights were repressed
all around the wo::ld in 19i9.
Dictator:ihips . of the left and

~:!~~~rct,~~e! td=~~.

a::.

cording to a State Department
report. But here and there.
freedom took a step forward.
In two Warsaw Bloc coun·
trit>s. Poland and Hungary,
internal controls were eased. In
Argentma. the incidence of
people seized without explarnilion dropped sharply and
may be near an end. In Egypt.
Jiberalizatior. rr.oved ahead
wader President Anwar Sadat.
These are among the findings
in the State Department's
annual human rights report.
submitted Tuesday to Congress.
Jo'or the first tir.1e, all 154
countries were surveyed.
The 854-page document is a
catalogue of uaas:>ive violations.
Only a few. such as the seizure
of 'in estimated 50 American
diplomats in Iran. are wellknown. Forth<: most part. the
victims are faceless to the
world at large.
The abuse .. are set down in
dry. bureaucratic langwge.
In Czechoslovakia. "overt

FtHKl'ftllmp fnuul
implitYIIPS PI~O
ATLA;o.;TA (API
A
fraudulent fcodstamp scheme
uncovered in several iJ .S.
cities. including Chicago. may
have produced millions of
dollars for the P~lestinian
Liberation Organization, a
Georgia congressman said.
U.S. Rep. Dawson '•lathis. 0Ga .. said sources in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
ad"·ised him of the scheme.
"In my estimation. you're
into a multimillion-dollar fraud
in this thing," said Mathis, a
candidate for U.S. Sen. Herman
Tahnadge's Senate seat.
He said arrests made last
week in San Francisco ap·
parently uncovered the scheme.
He said investigators "found
the same thing in Denver,
Chicago and New York and it
appears tilere is some kind of
coUusion between these people
to use U.S. taxpayer dollars to
finance the PW."
"This is a pretty scary thing
when you think about U.S. tax
dollars financing ... an
organization !ike the PW," he
said.

opposition in any field is
punished.''
In Ethiopia, "it still appears
likely that the government
tartures political and military
prisoners to extract information or confessions."
In Iran. "several thousand
persons remain in custody for

Coreer Plonnlng announces a new
proc:edure in scheduling appointments.

political reasons."
The report is sharply critical
of the Soviet Union. estimating
the number of political
prisoners at 2,000 to to.IJOO. The
government.
it
says.
"recognizes no right to any
opinion or behavior it choOSE'S to
regard as deviant."
·

Editor's note: Your Ht>alth appt>ars twi~~ monthly ln tiM- Daily
Eg_vptian. If yea haVP quf'!ltions yea 'd likt' to !lt't' answ~l't'd h~rc.
!lf'nd tht>m to Year Health. Studt'nl Wt>llnes!l Resourct' ('t>ntt'l',
Kf'!lnar Hall. Qut'Stions will bt' printt'd anonymously.
Q. Evt>ry wintt'r I ~omt' down with at lt'ast lhrH' t'olds aud my
roommate llt'Ver gt>ts t'Vt'll aile snifflt'S. Is thel't' anything I ~an .:tt
to help me threagh the winlt'r?
A. I've got some good news and bad news for you. First, the had
news: there's nosure-fireway to prevent a cold and there's al!<o no
cure once you get one. By the way, antibiotics have NO effect on
colds.
The good news is that there are things you can do to lessen your
chances of feeling like you're supporting the company that makes
Kleenex. Here they are:
-An obvious one is to stay away from people who have colds.
especially when they sneeze or cough. Even shaking hands or
touching someone with a cold can transmit the virus.
-Taking care of yourself generally is a good way to cut your
chances of getting a cold. Eat plenty of fresh fruits and ve~tables.
drink fruit juices and eat less sugar. fat and junk food. Get some
exercise on a regular basis, either at the Recreation Center or on
your own.
· --Get enough vitamin C in your diet by eating oranges.
grapefruit. broccoli. potatoes, and by drinking citrus juices.
-Vitamin C and colds is a controversial subject. Linu3 Pauling
feels that it can decrease the inctdem:e and severity or colds when
taken ina "proper amount'' 1200 to-wo milligrams per day I. Other
researchers who duplicated his studies got only mixed results, so
there's no definite answer on the value of vitamin C. It may help.
but large doses can possibly harm the kidneys.
All of this is basically a long-winded way of telling you to take
care of yourself and don't get n1a down.
Q. The morning after I drink too mu~h. I usaally wake up ft't'ling
haggard and skk .. •Y stoma~ll witlt a hangover. What t:aU!If'S it
and 11- ~·an I pl't'vt'nl gt>&ling one'!'
A. A haugover is your body's way of telling you you've had too
much to drink. As you already know. the most common reactions
are nausea, diarrhea. headaches. anxiety and a general "blah"
feeling. Lots or people have their own "sure-fire" remOOies. such
as raw eggs, black coffee. cold showers or even Carter's Little
Liver Ptlls. Unfortunately. t'ley probably don't work. The only
cure for a hangover is giving your body time to break down the
alcohol. Relaxation and some food may help in the meantime.
Thinlt of your hangover as a m~..aage from your body-it's trying
to tell you something.

-Drink only when you are feeling relaxed and healthy, or you
may wind up feeling worse.
-Eat something bt<fore you go out and while you are out.
-sip your drinks slowly instead of gulping tht.m
-space your drinking during the evening so you don't have too
much when you first get there.
-Last, but not least, Jearn your own limits. so you'll know when
it's time to switch to soda or fruit juice.
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Buy o decorative
cannister for $2.50 and get
~:.lb.

of the mix of your choice

forSI 0011
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NATURAL FOOD STORE

549-5041
12·5 Sun

102 E.Jackstm
011cn 9-6 Mon .....~t
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I
I
I
I
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Woth thos coupon. buy ony gionl. lara- or
medium s•z• pizza at regutar prt(e and get your
Mc:ond pozzo of the next smolle< •••• with equal
number of ongrcdoents free. Prflent this
coupon with guest t"-<:k. Coupon not volod lor
gourmot! ~""os. Valid ttu-v ~ 14, 1W

\.41111_. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,I

P.izzalnn
t4RBONDALE .... 457-3351 HERRIN.
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Pagt'

Come on in and
join our Discount Club.
You'll get 15%
off any items
in the store.

FREEl

nHCHS

CHffHbaoo

Mr. Natural Says:

Buy one pizza,
Next smaller size

tonight
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%urWealth

THE
GREAT
ESCAPE
"••ppy

A countelor will H •vall•~•• for W411k-lns
tlurln1 the followlnl hours:
Mon throu1h Thurs. 1:30.m-11:30.m
Mon throu1h Thurs. 1pm-4:30pm

1
. .. 942 3124

Wt_ST ~RANKfORT. 932-3113 MURPHYSBQRO 687 3414

FBI·investigation entrapped t: ~,
innocent senators -Stevenson
WASHINGTOI.\ (API - Sen.
Adlai E. Stevenson has arcus.. :I
the Justice Department of attempting to lure innocent
members of Congress into its
underground investigation of
political corruption.
The Illinois Democ1 ~t. a
former chairman of the Ser.ate
Ethics Committee. said he
believes the FBI has been
"trying to harass and entrap
innocent citizens. anu to play
games with U.S. senators."
In manji cases. Stevenson
said. "The FBI had no basis
concludinp, th:~t they were
anything but the most UJ11 ight
and com.cientious of pul.llic
servant.:s."
The secret FBI operation
"has imposed on innocent
people," he said.
He said the FBI singled out
Hruse members and senaton.
without "any evidence at all
that persons had committed a
crime."

Citing rep<>rts that House
members and senah•rs with no
known records oi illegal activity
were solicited in the FBI
operation. Stevenson said:
"It begins to suggest th.Jt the
FBI and the Justice Departwent are playing games with
U.S. senators and trying to
entrap them."
Stevenson called for the
Senate Judiciary Committee to
look into the FBI procedures in
which undercoH~r agents
purporting to represent an Arab
sheik reportedly offered cash in
amounts of S.'iO.OOO to SIOO.OOO to
various members of Congress m
return for legislative favors.
So br. eight members of
Congress, including Sen.
Harrison Williams. D-N.J.,
have been reported as being the
subject of the FBI inve<rtigation.
Stevenson was also harshly
critical of the Justice Department and FBI for !lnonymous

6.fobs on Campus
The following job interviews
have been scheduled at the
Career
Planning
and
Placen:ent Center. Woody Hall
B-204.
Interested student!< should
visit the center for interview
appointments and information
about job descriptions and
requirements. Students must
have resumes on file at the
Placement Office befort:
makir>g
interview
appoiniments.
Tu~sday, Feb. I!
Lmon Carbide Corp .. Nucl~ar
Div .. Oak Ridge. Tenn.: McDonnell Douglas Automation
Co. and McDonnell Douglas
Astronat.J!ics.: Florida Power &
Light Co.,l\liami; International
Harvester
~.o..
Chicago:
.-\merican (' Jn Co .• Greenwich,
('onn.
Wednt'Sdav. Ff'b. 13
Square '·D·· Co.. Columbia.
~Jo..
American C:~n Cr ..
Greenwich. Conn.: Gene:·al
Tirt> & Rubber Co.. 1\kron.
Ohio: Tt>xas Instruwt!nts Semiconductor ti·roup Dallas:
Texas Instruments - Equipment
Group - .Missile and Ordnar.ce
Div.. Dallas; Tt.>Xas Instrument;,
lnformatron
S~'Stemc; and Services. Dallas;
Tt>xas kstruments - Consumer
Products. Dallas; Sikorsky
Aircraft. Stratford. Conn.: P.R.
:\lallory & Co.. Indianapolts.
Ind.: Famous-Barr t.:o., St.
Louis.

Thursday. f'eb. l.t
Hughes Aircraft Co.. Los
An~eles;
The Texas Instruments Group. Dallas;
l'amous-Barr Co.• St. Louis;
Teel. Heller. & Wenzel. CPA"s,
Belleville; Venture Stores. St.
Ann. Mo.; Cargill. Inc .. Minneapolis: Blut> Cross-Blue
Shield. Chicago; Federal Grain
Inspection
Service.
lndianapoli~.

leaks of information about tt1e
investigation to the news media
and for using innocent persons
as intermediaries in ath.•mpting
to set up meetings with House
members and senators who
mi~t accept bribes.
As far as he could teli.
Stevenson said. the t'BI chose
its
po~ential
targets
alphabf>tkally. "taking them
away from thf'ir public duties ...
plucking senators away from
the Senate."
Specirically. Stevenson cited
the case of Sen. l.arrv Pressler.
a freshman Repubiican from
South Dakota. who was approached by undercover FBI
agents and rejected a bribe.
It was disclosed T~av that
three New Jersey House
members also turned down
bribe offers.

i~

"What exactly
the Justice
Department duing?" Stevenson

21ltl,RIJStfffl.tJIIt
Ro:;E~IO~T

rAP' - A small
section of bleachers collnpsed
Tuesday at the partially constructed Horizon Stadium.
injuring two workers. officials
said.
The collapse of the cement
bleachers came nearlv six
months after the roof of the
stadium collapsed, killing rive
men and injuring t5 others.
Five firms were cited bv the
Oc:cupational Safety and Health
Administration for the Aug. 13
acrir!ent in this suburb nor-

th~~~~!!/~h~~~st bleachers
was being lifted into place
Tuesday afternoon when a weld
on the other side gave way.
~njur;~~ t~~e~~~e~:~ ~!r~in~

i;

Smoking
For that needed help without
the usual withdrawal sym p·
tom!,
phone
549-3911.
Stud6nt Di~count Available.
Stop Smoking Center
511 W Moin. Corbondole.

V.ork will resume shortly on
the stadium. authorities said.
The stadium is being built on a

:~~re 0~~~r! slh:r:rnd~~~~~~
Airport.
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• lne of the workers. Patrick
Hrock of Wonder Lake was
admitted to Resurrection
Hospital with a broken right leg
and was reported in stable
condition. a hospital spokesman
said. The second worker, John
Atkin of Des Plaines was
treated for bruises and released
from
the
hospital.
the
spokesman added.
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spokesman for 1\lorton Kaplan
Associates. a public relations
firm representing the Horizon.
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Calvert Whiskey & Seven L~

3!::~:,
27-Gu. ;!~~~~~
9:3o-1:30

Come Sunday For
Jazz of tht; 40's & SO's
wrth
].8., Bonnio•, Diddle & Mo
(ne plus ultra)
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SPECIALS THRU FEB. 9

Incorrect Insertion. 4tlv"t'tisers are
responsible for f"hecking their
advertisement for errors. l!:rrors not
the fault ol the advertiser which
le!tsen
the
value
of - the
advertiseMent wiD be adjusted. If
your ad appears incorrectly, or if
vou w1sh to cancel your ad. call 5.16llll bP'ore 12:00 noon for
cancella ....o in the next day's issue.
nassifWd lnfermatien Rates
m~~u~alCsl>o cents per word
daTwo Days-!1 cent.s per word. per

1973 BRONCO 4x4 302 V8 with
automatic, tires and wheels $2500
or best orrer. call 687-4191. 8:30 to
5:30Monday thrut'riday. 36-14Aa95

Motorcycl•

!f't.ree

or Four Days-8 cents per
word. per day.
Five thru Nine Days-7 cents per

Real Estate

w'tr:n ~ri,d~neteen Davs-6 cents
per word.~ ('ay.
·
Twenty or More Days-5 rents per
worJ. per day.

MoNA. CHARMING NINE room
home. beautirullv landseaped

r:~i~r:,~· =~~ 'k~~~'r~~~

garage near all schools. Priced

15 Wonl Minimum

m~~e:'~rw~!~~i~~~h!~fi~!~r~~~

~he rate applicable lor the number of
msert1ons 11 appt>ars 11tere will also
be an additional charge of SI.OO to
cover the cost or tile r.ecessarv

pa~~~!i advertising must ~
pa1d 10 ad\·ance exct'pt for thost>
a"counts wtth t'stablislif'd crf'dit

CAMBRIA. 3 ROOM apartment.
ApJihances furnished. Sll5 in-

~:r~=~~~~~ neig~~~91

TWO PEOPLE NEED I more for
three bedroom house. fumisht'd.
all utilities included, S125 a month
each. 457-433-1.
8356oBb93

AUDIO !ICMNICA

ADJOINING CAMPUS. A 2. a 3.
11nd a 7 bedroom. furnished. new.
rustic. Call457-4522. after4.

SMALL 2-BEDROOM HOUSE,
Newly remodeled. insulated. near

IONICaROOM
eg. $13.95
Now$10.95
MAXIU. UDKL t& II
eg. $7.25
Now$4.99eoch
any quantity

71 S So• University
"on the island"

Pets & Supplies.

MolalleHomes

filM NO NT IU....Y
MADOUA1111111

12x60

I1'UDIIIf DIICGUN'tS
AKC Retisterecl Pupp'"
Tropical Fish Speciollsts
Tropical Fish Suppiel &
Accessories
Smctll Animctls

~'db!~~:a~~;,t~!a~~~~~.n~

2!130 after 6:00 or 1·217·787-7555
anytime
3387At'UJOC
~IOBILE HOME 8x38. good condit;on. $2000. Call evenmgs 549·

FOR SAU

1262.

:l629Ae93

Miscellaneous

Automotive•
FOR SALE 'i9 Gran Prix ESP with
Continental K1t: under 10.000
miles. 5-19-1046 after 5p. m.
35i9Aa92

------

G!\1(' JIM!\IY. 1974. 4-WD Excellt>nl condition. lots or extras.
Aiter6PM. ;;.19-7707. or985-4112.
35-12Aa91
'72 TOYOTA 20-32 m p g., 98.~""'
miles. Super engme. $900. ;;.~~~1114
after 6.
352SAa95

Canoriel Parak-ts finches
10 gal aquat'ium ••.•••• 5.99
55 gal aquarium••.••• 69...

TYPEWRITERS. SOl t:Lt:CTRICS. new and usro. Irwin
Typewriter Exchange, llOI i'iorth

HUSKIES,
CtfRISTOPIIF;R. AKC pupJiie",
adults. blue eyes $125-up, Creilit &
Layaway. 7'l4·7897.
3461Ah94

---------------

and birds, also dog and cat suf.:

-

MISS KITT\'"S GOOD used fur·

~:!~~!s.ber·1'e~:'sx s:tinlr5aw~~~:

dressers. sor as. dmelte sets. much
more too n~;merous to mt'ntion.

=~iil!i:o~~~!~,e~A~l~':;

KING SIZE \\'ATERBED. includes
frame. pedestal, liner. heater.
thermostat. heavy duty mattre;s.
Great shape, 45i-6569
3580Af94
SMITH CORONA

-----------------

AQl"ARIU:\1 ·MURPHYSBORO·
TROPICAL f-'1sh · smaU animals

~~~dtman co .• ~~;/,;J;I~C
WANTF.DLARGE BIRDCage and
ac£eSSOnes. Keith. 4a7 ·6569.
3581Ah94

Blcycl. .
SEARS 26"'. 7 months old.
speedometer. generator. S60 or
best orrer. ca115oi~5873 after 6.
3599Ai9t

CAS'>ETTE .

~~i'ti~.1H:,~~i:~9-Y~~ good
3605AP.t2

NEED WHEELS?
CHECK OUT OUR
TRANSPORTATION
SPECIALS

BUY AND SEI.L ust'd furniture

~~3~r~i~:;;~ider we:~~~~

U~erSSOI

·n Chevy Malibu 2dr Mechanics
dream.
'71 Chevy Monte Carlo. Good
rubber and engine.

We buy used stlln!o

....................
...,
,_.._ ......
......_.

..,,

19'77 CHEVROLET CAPRICE.
Loaded. Lew :nileage, ex-

=~:=r.J~-=~on.

Must
3606Aa92

Come in foro free demons trot'

16K Apple II sntl
fWNCMS ClONIIUIIRMMr
..... • renhll•l-•lntl
1114W.MA. .
C.~lc.

-i~-4spd

a.c.
76 Monzo p.s. p.b. a.c. auto
'76 Sunbird p.s. p.b. out!'~. o.c.
. '74 AMX p.s. p.b. o.c.
'76 Jeep CJ-7 p.s. p.b.

., . :•••·••iJ ·;c...
12t-2Mt' . ' ... Jlt-!1.1

BookS
ARE YOU IMPORTANT or im-

Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statistics
•Business
•Home and Personal
Uses

szt.ayto

CAMPUS AUDIO IS Back! With an

fo~~e~:~~tt:lr5~f:rr:
the lowest priees in Carbondale.

3a26A~

STER

REPAIR

Autllo Hosplhll Sft.l4tl
(across from the troin station)

Pa~te If. Daily Egyptian, Ft'bMJary i. INO

MURPHYSBORO, very nire 2

~~15 per montli~&;;~

Efficiency Apts. $130/ mon
t BdrmApts. $175/mon.

,.................
$115/mon

10x50
12x50

$120/ mon

All locations ore furnished
A.C., SOME UTILITIES FURNIStl£0
NOPOS

e57-4422

f:i= . Includes::~~~~

APARTMENT FOR RENT •
t;nfurnished. one-bedroom. all
electrie. near Murphysboro. 684:Wt3.
3565Ba91

Nowta ng
Sprl. . Contracts
for efficiencies, one
bdrm and twa bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets .

CM.nn .............
' ' ' .h.·Unlwenltv,
.4S7-7M1 •"~· , '

and 5:00pm.
529- t N2 549-6880
CARBONDALE HOUSING. Large
2 broroom furnished ~.ouse.

~:Si~t~ly.aJr.nit:;~~~~~:, c::::
1

bondale Ramada Inn on Old Route
13West.cali68Ht45. 83609Bb98
HOUSE FOR RENT. 3 bedrooms.

MURPHYSBORO. very nice 1
bf'droom. $165 per montli. 529-2694
or 549-7723.
B3600Ba93

i'w~.D,w~or~~oo~r~w Y!~;~
h~~~ ba";-:~r.::~: n!!ri~i~~'t!~

1-BEDRO<'':t APT. - semifurnishe.J. close to campus. see Steve
Elhott, 406 S. University Apt. 2.
Carbondale. belween:Hi~. Ba

1 103

APARTMENTS

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER & FALL
StU approved lor
saphomor.. ..net up
eotur.ng:
Effic.-c:-.1.2&3bd.
Split ....elapts.
iltt. Swimming pool
Atr condilionong
Wall to Wall cor~ling
Fully lurmshed
Cob'- TV

-..ic•

Main~nce

service

Charc-1 gr;fk
AhOYET
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS

The Wall Street Quads
1207S. Wall
or call
417-4123
OFFICE HOURS:
Mon- Thur-Fri 9 to Spm
Saturda s 11-3 m

and bath. $390. 2 bedroom trailer.
close to mall. fireplace, breakfast
bar. $185. ;;.19-3973.
3638Bb93

CorltoncJale Housll...
Extra Nice 4 Bdrm,
furnished house, 3 blocks
from campus, wall-to-wall
carpet. Absolutely no pets,

MolalleHo111es
CARBONDALE.
12x60,
AT·
TRAtiiVE 2 bedroom, air, carpeted, full kitchen. Roxanne
Trailer Court, $155. 549-4713.
3425Bc91

----·----

NICE 2 BEDROOM. furnished.
energy saving. no \:'IPS. near
campus. sorry no pets. -137-5266.
B:!538B~'92

·------

HUGE 2·BEDROOM. 70xl4. dean.
carpeted. nicely furnis1•ed.

~~~8u!.~~~:;,.8, ~~~oc·m.
35518t.'96

FREEIIUS

CARBONDALE. IN NEED ol an
apartment? We have vacancies,

7RUNSDAILY
Rt. 51 North

~~n~~~et:~Y 1~~~:;b~cw:nciY

:~~!ft.!!:'P:~:~~iti:. :S~:.r
3645Ba110

Musical

CaD

Call t.etween 4:00

:~~~. ~~ts,. ~tb:&

NICELY FURNISHED 2 bedroom,

Apartlll8nts

J AHD 4 BIIJROOM
HOUSIS. CLOSI TO
CAMPUS

...___________..,

~n~~!~~~ -y:~?~em~~

I APARTMENT FOR 2 people,
~homore acrroved on-came.

$200·
359i1Bb93

STUDENT RINTALS
Apt~rflnents

contatns the makmgs ol history
37lpp. paperback, $7.50. Commonsense Books. lD, Box 287,
Bedford, MA 01730.
3544Aml07

FOR RfNT

B3597Bb93

MURPHYSBORO • LARGE
OLDER 3 bedroom home, ap·

Royal Rentals

utihtles. Apply in oer!oo, otf.ce.
all s. Graham, 457-41112. =Ga~

GUITAR. KAY 8 string with case.
Mmt Condition. $125. Dave. b49·
1798 after 4.
3641An94

~\ei:!..\~'fr~·c~r~h:~~~:~r;:.:

6.

r-----------•1 g!~~.e:rt:rJ~~~~l~P·

FOf' information stop by:

Sporting Goocl1

equ..,_..

..........

1971 OLDS CUTLASS. 2 door, air.
runs well, $750.00. 549-3890.
83612Aa91

~~~~~C::~:~~:~D:i&:;:t~f

Good condition or
· needing repair .

No ....sonaltfe offer

See these and more at
Epps DATSUN,East Rt. 13
at lake Road.
17-2114
U/-2111

Ca111eras

Electronics

UIHier$1001
'73 Plymouth St. wagon full
power. runs good.
'74 Buick 225 4dr. Very clean
inside and out.
'73 Chrysler N-port 4dr.

B3602Ba93

.,.._,...-~to...--.

.. --food-..,..,. '-·
~IBERIAN

~t':frda; 1 ~~ni99V_pe;3~A~~~{:

~r.~~::~e:~~-to =&~

AUIMO 1KMtiCA CAII'IIIIDGI
AT 12 EZ Reg. $70.00
Now$30.00

~:~1~4 . For appointm~~~';:

CARBONIH.LE AREA:

EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
FOR rent. Sl35-montb. «water a.

549-3000
THREE LARGE BEDROOMS,
two baths. washer-dryer. c<•r·

J:::."fat~~~:;ri>::!~~~!'t~

7653 or 549-6!187

GARDEN PARK
ACRESAPTS.
Sophomore approved
Now accepting applications
forfall'80
Junior and Senior
apartments also availabl

B3571Bctl7

liNDERPf!'!~:~NG.

WASHER·
DRYER, air conditionillll. two full

~~~t!;~np~~~ap~~~P~::3 ::
83572Bc97

549-6!187.

TWO BEDROOl\1, CARPETED at
B3616Bc93

Sli5.00. M9-2D21.

TRAILERS
$100-Sl&Opermonth

Mt-2135

CHUCK RENTALS
549·3374

HOUS81

12ll60, TWO BEDROOl\1, large
living room & bath. Water & trash
pa1d. t-'ree bus to SIU. $1.-..month.
457·2680.
3610Bc92
TRAILER FOR RENT • Com·

~~~:I.1:'t'!~ail.;al!.

BoMie.
3622Bc94

TRAILER. $125.00-month, wood
and gas heat. available Feb. IS.

~~e;~~::;:k. 453-2500 da~~~

CARBONDALE

DUPLEX.

8594.

Rooms
CABLE TY. ALL utilities paid.
maid st>rvice. $52.50 pt>r week.
Kmtfs Inn Motel. 5-19-4013.
B3113Bd93C
PRIVATE
ROOM.
CAR·
BOlliDALE. in apartment for
students. Can do own cooking. TV
lounge. all utilities included in
~~hJ'ery near ca;J~ssdf~g
ROOl\1 n>R RENT. lOS South Lark
J..ane. phone 457-41J85.
J6J3Bd92

2

3618BI93

Wantecl to Rent
WANTED A LARGE Bedroom in
an apartment or house near

3508Be92

:!89'l.
~tALE

GRAD OR serious un
dprgrad. Own room in great 2
bt>droom apt. Central hPat, AC.
suo montlily includes ulilitie!l.
,·able. No pets. 457-11462. 351:>i:Se92
A MISS OR a Ms. will loo:eherown
room in ~lais new three bedroom
home behtnd lt:urdale Shoppmg

~n~~- ani~~e ~':~~:;e ~~

69117 or 329-t427 after~: 00.

83573Be97

----1 B~:DHOOM IN Cozv 3 bedroom

country house. 4 m1les

west of
1

0

¥:~a~~.\e~rr~s~~ate'r~ ~ ~
month plus utilities.

~~71~1.

3656Be95

nHI PEOPU: lliEf-:D I morefor3

bedroom house. furnished. all
ulllities included. $125 a month
(•a.:h. 457-4334.
83559Be93

FI-::\IALE ttOmlMATE WANTED
lo share a house with pool. Room
and bo;,rd in exchange lor light
housekeep11111 and (OOking. Send
bnef resume to P.O Box 281~.
Carbondale.
35113Be92
~'El\IALE ROOM~1ATl: NEEDED
·Lewis Park. 4 bedroon. $82.00 a
month . February rent paid. Call
~~i2t9.

36148e93

rt::\tALE Rllu¥10\1ATE NEEDED
lor lumished: i edroom apartment

~t~st~t~fti~~g.~~- m:~:~:'i

n:MALE R00!\1!\IATE NEEDED
for 2·bedroom trailer. free bus. SliO
month, Viclne.~i-IMJ6.&. 3607Be9t

HELP WANTED
MEN!
WOl\fEN!
JOBS!
Cruiseships! Sailing Expeditions~
Satling camps. No experience.
Good pay. Summer. Career.
Nationwide. Worldwide! Smd 54.95
for application-info-referrals to
Cruiseworld 113, Box 60129.
sacramento. CA 9586o.
3233C97

PREGNANCY ASSISTANCE
CENTER
I J4112 S.lllinois
C.nnn\eln~ ar"
~1nn.

carterville.
NURSING

5

OPPORTUNITIES.

~~ii!!: avalli~l~·.o.c~ rx~~~Y::.~

starting salaries and benefits
which include tuition reinbursement and a differential
schedule of 8• 2 percent for
evenings, and tt•,. percent for

••· 51 North

WANnD

Junken, and Wrecks

••.:..u.anoNt

SEUNOW
for Top Dollar

:!.~~!\s C:!3~j'8dev~~:~

457-6319

Mel;r.da,
ope next year means
ore than 6 months.
Happy Anniversary.
Love. 'fim

A-I I'Y . . .'IALS

Herrin. 62!NB. 16181 942-6613.

New Zenith Color $25.00
monthly. Block & White
$15.00 monthly. Free
Maintenance, Fr- Delivery.

3566C91

.

REGISTERED
X·RAY
TECHNICIAN. 1-'ull-time position.
We oHer an excellent starting
salarv with new improved salaries

.,,_,...

SMELLIN',
HAPPY 21st Birfday 'I
Love,
~
Squeala & Smelly

ABORTION-FINEST MEDICAL
care. Immediate appointments.

~::;1~=~r-==: ~10~

83

LOST

Printing Plant

LOST: SILVER PIN with 3 roses
on it. Sentimental value. Reward,
please rall· -157·2994.
3596G92

SELL IT IN THE

Photocopying
()ffm Copying
Offset Printing
ThMis Copies

MAN'S GOLD WEDDING Ring. I·
31-BIYin Re.. Center locker room or
vicinity. Call Jim 549·2898. Senlimental Value.
3588G91

D.- E.

Rt•sumes

LOST
BETWEEN
COM·
MUNICATIONS I< Wham. Black
comb with silver ••p" on handle.
Reward. -157·5646 aslt for Pete.

Cards

•

3615Gtz

LOST: GERM/ • SHEPHERD

:~~t.Yie fte~~01:.t:r:;;!:

60t- 't Illinois- Cubnndale

~f.~y". Reward. Call~

~-1'732

~!~~~:.::~~&'.~~ ~i=

COVER'S UPHOLSTERY.
FURNITURE ufibo!ster)' _and

ROOMMATE NEEDED. OWN
room in house. Close to campus
and town. -157-2274.
3639Be97

BJa&EUtiC

[1

FEMALE BLACK 6 WHITE
Boarder Collie with blacll collar.
also male black Lab with white
chest and brown collar. tm-21m er
tm-2-165.
3621GI2

=~~':.(~~.c~.~~~ a.

HELP! LOST: CLASS ring 1976
around ~7 South Ash. Reward.

cau Greg 54!HI618 or 457-85633646G

FEMALE ROOMATE :'IIEEh~D;
$80 mon!b rent; utilities ipeluded.

92

•design
•graphs

One block from campus. 457-6463
altN 5:00 pm.
3651Be92
WANTED ROOMMATE TO share

1=

•drafting
•t.m.logos

A NNOUNCfMfNTS

•rendering

3651Be9l

•advertising layouts
•commercial graphics

Duplex
.......... .. ................. .

3385P92

Carbondale

457-0421

m:~:::. :7~~:: Print~~~o:c

~~n:~:s-.ll~~~thly. on~=

,!"'(•_; •••• ~ \W. .•

Dlinois in Bookworld Bookstore.

~9-0lii.

THESIS, DISSERTATIONS.
RESUI\1ES. Call the Problem

ROOMMATE NEEDED 1MMEDIATELY to share 3 bedroom

~.·Yf: Pfi,"a.cy.~;k, ·:

~~~~rct~~~s~r:~rl;·ea~ kihJ~

N. New Era Road

3631Be99

.-\HTt:IHVill..,•Ll'oSI;,!?.t;;-~!~:Vr: •

BUS Si.tt\'ICE TO Chicago anC:
suburbs. Next run Feb. 11-11. $39.75

Kantens

8

M9-5145.

RIDERS WANTED

NHDa80imON

~~t:!:.:J'a1!~::~d~~th !'~ ~e~~

~~~Te •rest =et~

Box

J5!~l:\198

549-3000

--------TO SHARE 2 Br

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED,

ltllm-lpm

111-m.....

t'EMALE ROOMMATE to sb'll'e
~~-~i~~~: 6t3 E. Col~~

Call Steve 687·Z89l.

'llm-12
14

Or toll f ....

issues. Fundraising. 70t N. Park.

~.n':~n tf~r::e~~~~!r!i
1
:::.:r~t:. s..~~ext'~;~ ~~&;

B:~;78M92

------~-------

NEJ-:0 EXTRA MONEP New
program. provides hu~e pro£its in
spare
ttme.
Guaranteed.
l•nlimited oplfortunthell. In·

... . _.. c....
c.n Collect l14-"1-eses

~mi'·..:~~~ ~~~ ~e~!~~

POSITION. lliinois South
Project, Collectively run public
interest organizatton. $9.~0

~.:,-~~~~~Ya~~~e~~·~Fa:~~~~

square feet. 457 ·3595.

~

v.td

CALLUS

Hor:cital 404 W.Main St., Car-

~'T.-\t't'

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

..
-----------"1 !:'~a~~~~·le: fL.t~~~se.

PARTS
AND
SERVICES

To help you through this experience we give you complete counseling of any
duration before and after
the procedure.

J.I60C92

~~~ni;~~~~~r.1~~~

Tu.,... "'·'Jpm

25% off

N. F e - Nell M-F 11 e.m.-4

CARBONDALE OFFICE FOR

'ltm·12
7-9

Autos, Truclts

~::r!rn~~~~ur~~f!Ya:~!~ert

Gift Shop

J

availabl"

Thun.

'Aim-12
7_9

NEED A PAPER Typed~ IBM
Selectric, fast I< accurate,
reasonable rates. M9-2258. 3089E92

ROOMMATE. WA:<OTED, MALE or
lemale to sha•·e two bedro..m
trailer. nice. LJrnished. $60 plus
half utilities. Ring 457-6214.
35888!!91

ROOMMATE

PANACEA REPAIR SI!:RVICE·
appliances. • .me and trailer
repairs. vPry ;.!l!sonable. 529-2262.
45t·83i2.
3593E92

l!':is'f!~t-~:r~~~.!~:~~~

BARTENDERS
COCKTAIL
WAtTRt:SSES models for fashion

11\AGA

635W.
Walnut

Inventory Sole

7

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO Share
two bedroom house $125 per month
plus'·' utilities. 687-+127. 3394Be92

-

H.J. s~llauwecker
Insurance

BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR ·
~·inest quality craltsmanship with
over 30 vear's experience to serve

i

• renters

•mobilel-tom<o!
C.ll "-ry Gohl•t . ,.....

83022E91C

• J.lll08e93

~~~'::~·s.:e~~.trti!. ~W !:i

• auto

Mt- " "
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE M H.P ..
Carbondale. Expanding. Excellent
lacllittes. Free month's rent. Small
pets OK. :.19-7513.
324qBL97

and

FEMALE-IMO\U•:DIATEI.Y FOR
Lewis Park Apt.. own room, ''z

3&l7CI02

Free confidential assistance
and pregnancy testing.
2·7 pm Mon-Fri
9- I Sot.

PJ..EASE RENT ME~ Two
bPdrooms. need someone. SilO

:!:~~~~h/. ~~j~~- ~~v'ri~:

I want to Help you with
ali your insurance needs!

Hampton Manor. Herrin. 942·7391.

FREE

OEPRESSION-·MARRIAGES--YOUTH
and
Family-L'ohabttational
Prob:ems ..
Counseling---Center for Human
Development--No charge-·M~

INSURANCE

~ff'~~eerya!~hedr~::~~ o~'l

PREGNANT?
CCIII BlltTH.IGHT

549-3000

~;!:::Si~.a~~-ve'1~1W~

ROOFING.

__u_.---·--B3~J6_1J_Io;_,c
1r-~~--~"!!!!"~~"':'~~""'' +~

SERVICES
OfFERED

••· 51 North
WA L K I NG
D IS T A ~; C E .
SPAI'lot:s Rooms. SilO n.onth.

L.P.N. - MEDICATION AND
treatmen! nurse. Must be

~;!rt,~~=-mM~~:~ to paya!~J~~

MOVE TO

Roommates

REMODELLING,

L.P.N. - RESPONSIBLE NURSF.

for charge-position mt3-tt,hift.
~.=.
~ur:~=·~:~:~~r::: !1:~!':l~~t:::-,~~~.o:::. ~~~!~;.~d":a7:.':in~~~~~gt't
RHome Improvement Co.
Eastgate Shop.,ing Center. 457·
83512EI06C
Herrin. 942·7391.
3648CI02

BECOME
ClaSlMS'
,a

A

BARTENDER.

·

· ···

br prof-1om.IA at

~u':=~E:!,&Z~~::Ous'\.t~
'-4 mile west of 1•57 • MariiJ~ 91

I

Carbon~Niglit spot. can·tl\e.
:~~:i;1s~ os:n..uiJ~~~t 1
·,
rr. «t t- t;~ F
l

BEDSOIL~~
~

BF.l>WETTING,
PROBLEMS?
Co.nseb
heltt:-rTIIe
,..{0 f

~en..ter

,'4~an

~~~trN'c ~·~·18~

.... ,

1•, , •

' •• ••·

•• • . ••• • •

EARN THE CASH
I YOU NEED
•. . .

" •• • • • ,.

~

. .

11:

••

• •• , •

• • • • • • • • · · Dally Eg)pt•an; t'ebnlary 7. t9118.· Pal!e -to· ·

Gon~mmrwt.

may

aDow morgages
to he nt-godated
WASHINGTON !API - The
government is considering
allowing mortgages which you
renegotiate every few yean.
and it wants to know what you
think of the idea.
The idea has been suggested
by the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board. which could allow
federal savings and l9an
associations to offer the new
mortgages.
The agency will accept
comments from the public until
March 4. and if you have
something to say. write to the
Secretary, Federal Home Loan
Bank Board. 1700 G St. NW,
Washington, D.C .• 20552.
Basically. the idea is to set up
a short term l(''ln-three to five
years-with a long term
amortization period. up to 30
years.
For example. let's say you
buy a home with a ~year
variable mortgage at 12 pen:ent
interest.
After five years the loan
would be renegotiated with the
interest rate rising or faDing
depending on market conditions
at the time.
There is a limit of one-half of

~: ~~te ~~~~;:;

maxmum net increase or
decrease in interest would be 5
pen:ent.
At the end of each five-year
period you could look for other
financing also. which could be
an advantage if rates had
declined.
Renewal of the loan after
each period would be required
unless the borrower has not
made payments in a "timely

manner."

'

;·

.

..

..

~Haiti ti-ip offers Cttltttral change of
By RMin Sapenar

The trip is planned for July
and is sponsored by the
Although Haiti may not seem l>epartment of Dt•sign in
the obvious choice for a work cooperation with the Division of
study group to livt for a month. Continuing Education. The
Davis Pratt. lecturer in design. program is «Kiered to students.
is planning to "escort'' a group faculty and the community.
there this summer.
About two-thirds of lhl> parPratt said Haiti was chosen ticipants will be design majors.
because it has a t'rench-derived according to Pratt.. Parculture and is onlv an hour-and- ticipants register for a dt•s•gn
a-half plane ride from Florida. class and receive thret> hours
"Haiti is one of the ciOISer credit.
places where one can have a
complete cultural change of
Pratt said the parllcipants·
scene," Pratt said.
major work would be on "realSCaff Writer

scene''

pl'rlt'nl"l'S. let·turl's. sot·w I
mllwrs and \"!Stations are mcludt•d in tht• trip.

hie proJects adapted to their
own field of interests.··
Haiti is largl'ly a rural
country with "'mud huts on the
farms." Pratt said. yet the
cities were influenced by the
1-'ren~·h Colonial period and
han• a lot of Victorian
gingerbread houses. The hoUSt's
originating in fo:ngland were
very popular in the United
States around 1!1110, and consist
of "'fancy dl'signs,·· he said.
Pratt said the $900 cost will
include all expenses. Formal
and informal sightseeing ex-

Prall has lllken

group~

to

lla1ti bl'fore.
"'A couple of students ha\e
gont' t'\·en when they didn't
need the credit. l\losl of those

who have ~ont' feel that it's
worthwl:ile. life changing.·· he
said. "'A musician is living
there now as a result of having
been there 1 • ·' years ago with
me."'

(!acy jtJrOrs hear 'macabre' story
other corpses were found on
Gacy's property, 26dug up from
The a 30-inch high crawl space
<:HICAGO cAPI . prosecution told a macabre under his ranch style dwelling.
Egan said that the state will
story of decomposed bodies
being found under the house of prove that Gacy murdered 33
John W. Gacy Jr .. to a jury of young men atld boys. and was
seven men and five women ··criminally responsible."
Egan told the jury that Gitt'Y.
Wednesday
in
opening
arguments at Gacy·s trial.
37, planned the killings. that
Assistant State's Attorney they were premeditated and
Robert Egan told of 33 young
men and boys disappearing and
the remains of most of them because tbPy were inconvenient
I'1!COVel'ed from the property of to him."
In each case, Egan fold the
the former rernoctelirig Contractor. Gacy, attired in a jurors, Gacy used a "rope
trick."
Egan said he would put a
powder blue suit, heard the
opening statement without a rope around the neck of the
victim making a tourniquet and
shrug or movement of his head.
Among the spoctators who strangling them.
The ~tor said cloth was
filled the Circuit courtroom of
Louis B. Garippo, were ~fr. found m the mouth of some of
the
victims to "keep the blood
and Mrs. Harold Piest and tiY-,r
from dripping out the mouth
;;on Kenneth, 26. and daughter,
Kerry. 23. Also present were
Lola Woods, of Jacksonville.
Fla., whol!le son's body were
among those found.
The body of Robert Piest. 15.
was among four recovered from
rivers and linked to Gacy. The
By Charles C'hamhPrlain
t\ssetiatecll Press Writer

~=~ ~~~f.c,~n:r;;::!,~·li~:.!

~~~n~~·a~::nsiu: ~k~s:r
the some of the remains.

( )f the 33 corpses. only 22 have
been identified. mainly through
dental charts.
f:gan saitJ the first body was
buried under the house in 1972
and he traced the disappearances of other victims from
then until 1978. He said of the
bodies identified. one ~·as a
victim in 1975. sevell in 1976.
nine in l!r77 and five in 1978.
It was a hushed courtroom as
Egan ~-ent illto grisly details.
especially relating to the Piest
youth for whol!le slayjng Gacy
was first charged. Egan told
about the night of Dec. 11. 1978.
when Gacy was at a drugstore
in Des Plaines ta•king about
remodeling work and Priest
overheard him say he was aoing
to hire youths for summer work.

Economists have trortble
making forecasts
By Jelm CUnniff
AP B•iness Aaalyst
NEW YORK (APl
The
professor had just completed a
profound. two-hour analysis of
domestic pricing, chalking the
inputs-outputs and causeseffects in a squiggly diagram
across an eight-foot blackboard.
He paused. The class
remained attentive. Then a
newsman, one of a group invited to study the mysteries of.
inflation. commented perceptively: "But professor, it
doesn't give the right answer ...
Pause...1 lmow," said the
professor, an authority 1111 the
subjecl "I know it doesn't, and
we're not really certain why,
but we're working awfully hard
to find the reuon why."
True, economists work
terribly hard today. often
unraveling many of the worst
dilemmas ever to face the
nation and the world.
The inability to accurately
- ' forecast lhort-term ln!ods, one
of the weaknesses of the
profession, doesn't however
prevent it from being a "growth
industry." m the words o(
economist Paul Samuelson.
Ironically. tbe very unfathomability of today's events
seem to assure a future for
.._., forecasters, including those
who deal witb the economy in
general.
· And, it would seem, it might
re-establish an individual's
good common serLW as equal to
tbat of the most expensive
consultar.-t. And with that in
mind, herewitb some commonlll!fl!le expectatilllls:
INFLA110N. You c.-an rely on
*I
JL; Gfw~~ent: spending aRd

deficits, lagging productivity
growth, the high costs of imported energy. and perhaps
some hard·t(H!hange consumer
buying habits almost assure it.
RECESSION. The oddol would
seem to favor it some time this
year. You probably have noted
that even the President's advisers hedged en tbis forecast,
but there are some indicatklns
it finally wiD arrive.
DIEFLAT.ON.
Not
immediately. .Many Americans
have forgotten too~ prices can
go down as WPli as up. In fact,·
since most were born since the
Great Depression of the 1930s
they never experienced the
phenomenon.
WAGE INCREASES. Safe
bet. But the questi<111, as almost
everyone knows, is whether
wage increases wiD equal price
increases. The odds on that
happening in the next two years
seem to be less than 50-50.
SAVINGS. Whether there is a
rise in the savings rate, now
under 5 percent. depends 1111
whether those wage increases
exceed price rises. In addition,
the American attitude toward
savings may be changing. Some
people, for example. now
consider their home equity to be
savings.
GREATER
PRODUC·
Your~ IS as~
anyone's. Americ~n. pro-

TIVITY.

as
ductivity. or the eff1c1ency
with which it produced. made it
rich. Some claim the low rate of
increase now is making

A~~;c~~~:s: . ll's your
wallet, your future. And all
things me&~sured, your conas
the so-called
.exper~
; 1 ;i
elusions
are probably
as good
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Cloning ~ed in genetic studies
By Clt•k He•,.telld
SC." Writer
Scott Eisenbeis, a doctoral
student in microbiology under
the direction of assistant
professor Jack M. Parker, is
conducting research in genetic
recombination.
"Studying the bacteria, E.
coli, provides a model system
by which extrapoiations may be
made to larger organisms,"
Eisenbeis said. He is cloning the
Histidylt RNA Synthetase gene
(HisS) to study the effects of the
gene on other cellular functions.
"For us," Eisenbeis said,
"cloning is a tool for studying
the
genetics
of
lower
organisms. Applied uses of
cloning are conducted by
pharmaceutical companies and

others interested in makiDAt
larg~ amounts of biomole·
cules"
The .Jan. 28, edition of Time
magazine reports the recent
cloning of interferon, a complex
bodily prott"in which contains
both antiviral and antitumor
properties. Currently, it
requires 65,000 pints of blood to
obtain 100 miligrams, or .0035
ounces, of the protein. The
researchers hope to reduce the
cost of a single injection of
interferon from S75 to $1.
Eisenbeis, who has been
working with recombinant
genetics for more than a year,
explained that the process can
be arduous and complicated.
Simolv stated, an E. coli is

Thursday~
ACROSS
1 AuctiOn
5 Fiji pott
9 Conform
14C.d
15 Wood source
16 - - g y

62 Melody
64 Abreive
65 Sun- Prefl•
61 Sound judg-

3 I Humans

WASHINGTON

0

S

L

A

4 Grommet
5 Depot: Abbt.
6 Vase
Snorkel . . tan
7 Animal docs 32 Priortty
40 Medley
8 Fabulist
~ Monk
42 Sene&
9 FOOl
34 Redact
44 Oar: Prell•
10 Heavy ram
35 Prod
45 ·-wttn - 11 Aga..e
36 Otherwise
in My Heart"" 12 Old Turkish 36 Mr. Runyon
47 Citrus fruit
com
41 Toronto
49 Angora 13 Waste allownatn.e
50 Banged m
ance
43 Eminence
52 Tum
18 An alcOhol
46 Otarnond..
54 Be,_,
22 Young sear
e.g.
56 Reno res!25 Girl"s name 48 Chutdl partS
dent
26 Hellion
51 Across: Pre-.

:ro

28 NASA ...,_

fbr

53 Gentlest
55 Finger
57 Cnme
58 Russian negativas
59 TobacCo
60 Liler"s room
61 Can. prcw.
63 Harassed
66 CM:!mand:
Abbt.
611 Span>sh
cheer
69 H.S.<.• for

for an investigation of the
government's emergency fuel
assistance program, citing
reports of payments to persons
who pay no heatin~ bills.
"Before we fund this program
for another year, I think we
ought to at least make an effort
to clean up the waste and abuse
in the program."
The investigation should
determine how many fuel
assistance recipients faced
higher heating costs, !\Iiebei
said in a letter to Rep. William
Natcher, D-Ky., chairman of
the
appropriations
subcommittee that funds the
prOIUBm.
Michel also said the investigation should find out bow

:tf-.rec!t::!~~vr,! ':~i

under
the
Supplemental
Security Income tSSI) portion
of the program do not pay their
own heating bills and whether
proof of eligibility is required
before benefits are paid.
Michel said the SSI portion of
the three-part, $1.35 billion
program is where the abuses
exist. He said government
checks were mailed to residents
of nursing homes and sheltered
care facilities who pay no
hNlinl bills.
Michel, who failed to win
approval of an amendment to
the beating cost assistance biU
that would have provided
tighter cost controls, said that
in passing the measure
''CclaRress was in such a burry
to reap the political harvest of a
billion-dollar fuel assistance
pl'01111m, it just couldn't take
the time to do it right."

To: All Dance Loven
Girl Chasers
Guy Gazen
·McFiy's Disco Night
Pina Colada $1.00
Beer & Schnapps $1.00

Special Introductory Kit

.........

'jt·
~ '-~., ·.

Purchase Kit at $38.25
and Receive FBI

Jl""1:'ir

theiLFa.IIOM
~.,·
AIICHIYAL CHEMISTRY KIT- ~ _,~.-
J.tJYalue
Offer good thru Sat. Feb. 9. 1980

~

204 Westfreema1.
Campus Shopping Center
Carbondale, IL 62901
Tel. 618-529-2031
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for
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UNrreo Feature SyndiCate
Wednesday"s Puzzle Solved

l

Guesswork!

-------

Puzzle

2 words
7'" ChurCh part
17 GhOsts
71 lnac1iva
19 T0011 . , oath 72 Highlander
20 Practieat
73 PIIIICteaS,
21 Bribe
e.g.
23 AdrOit
74 Abound
24 ~red
75 Oecads
27 Pith
DOWN
29 Made
1 Play a uke
amends
2 Ridge

No

infected ·with • virus which
picks up the E. coli DNA on the
DNA fl. the virus. Theil, the E.
coli DNA in tbe virus il cloned.
''Tbe eQIUided concentration
fl. claned I)NA acta as a vehicle
to study the enzyme on var1ous
cellular functions." Eisenbeis
said the purpose of these investigations is to, ultimately,
understand the way in which
higher
organisms
are
regulated.
Eisenbeis said, "The interrelationships bo>tween individual comporents and
functions of the ceil are complicated. If you alter one conponent, other components and
functions of the cell will be
altered."

Coming this Weekend:
Vnv·nftiAr
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Beginning class in
Crosse, Oshkosh and Platteville.
Staff Wrilt'r
"This invitational is a good
.Just when things were
chance
to sample the top
beginning to look good for the
badminton team. it runs into a competition in the area ... qlair
said.
"We
know that som' of
potential detour-·Saturdav and
Sunday's 13-team Midwest last year's top national teo.ms
will
be
thl're.
plus N.:>rthern and
Invitational at Normal.
Coach Paul Blair's squad will Ball State-two teams that
reallr,
have
improved this
face what he considers the top
teams in the Midwest. including year.·
EIU
finished
third. Illinois
badmintun
powerhouses
Eastern Illinois. host Illinois State fourth. WIU fifth.
Wisconsin-Madison
sixth. SIU
State. Western Illinois and
eighth and Indiana State lOth in
Wisconsin-Madison.
last
vear·s
AIAW
chamRounding out the teams at the
two-dav .nvitational are In- picuships.
··we·ve got our work cut out
diana "state. Ball State, Northern Illinois. Carthage College for us.·· the sE'Cond-vt'ar coach
Blackburn
College
and said. "'[)('pending mi the draw.
Wisconsin sch·Jols from La we could finish as high as fifth.
Rv Ril'k KlaU

lolva State, Pe11n State
to face me11 ~ {lytn teanl
near its sixth-place finish of last
year. Schwenzfeier said he has
The best in men's gymnastics added incentive to win because
will be at the Arena the uext two of the beatings his teams
weekends. according to gym- received from Meade's teams
when he coached at the Air
nastics Coach Bill Meade.
·"During the next two weeks. Force Academy.
we ·u be facing some of the best . Saluk• gymnastic fans will be
teams in the countrv. This m for a real treat. Meade said.
weekend we will face Io\\·a State because they will be able to see
and Penn State." Meade said. the best 'tricks' that are perThe Salukis will battle Iowa formed at the nationals.
State Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Another surprise for Saluki fans
Arena. The Cvclones are the is the possible return of Dan
top-ranked tea in in the country Muenz to the SIU hneup. It wiU
and boast the two best all· be Muenz·s first attempt at
arounders in the nation. Ron competition since he injured his
knee last November.
Galimore and Stacey Mallone
"The decision to compete <'"!"
ISl' has been scoring over 265
pointo; per meet and has broken not ;. entirely up to Darnw."
Mea~ said. "I don't want him
Zill on se\·eral occasions.
lSV holds the series ad- to compete unless he feels up to
vantage over the Salukis. 1o-6. it. He won "t be working the alland has won the last 10 meets in <~round. but he might work the
a row. The last tirr.e SIU beat parallel bars. l"m going tc hold
a spot open for him ...
the Cvclones was in 1!169
The other tough teams that
"ln"spite of the advantage we
the Salukis will face are Ohio
hold over Southern. thev
provide the most intense Stile and Nf'braska. SIU will
competition we have every fa:e Ohio State Feb. 16. and
vear... lowa State Coach Ed N~braska Feb. 17. Ohio State is
Gagnier satd. ··1 know Bill ranked in the top 20 and
Meade has had problems with Nebraska is second in the
injuries this year. but even nation.
"l"m glad we have such a
without Dan Muenz we are
going to have a tough meet on tough schedule."" :\leade said.
"It really helps us because we
our hands."
The other tough team SIU has always perform better against
to face is Penn State. The tough CC?mpetition. The type of
Nittany Lions will come into the compettllon we perform against
Arena Sunday at 2 p.m. for a always attracts a good-sized
combined men's and women's ~rowd. and a large crowd really
meet. Penn State has been can help us at home."
ranked in the top 20 all year.
The rest of the men's gymand according to Coach-Karl nastics meets this vear will
Schwenzfeier. should finish offer a special ticket price.
By Ed Dought'rly
Staff Wrileor

but I'll settle for seventh.
"That really shows how tough
the meet is." Blair continued.
"We finished eighth in the
nationals last vear. and now l"m
hopinl{ for a· seventh-place at
the Midwest Invitational."
In last year's invitational. the
Salukis finshed in fifth place.
threepomtsaheadofNIU. 54-51.
Illinois State edged EIU. 154150. for the team championship.
WIU was third. 100. and
Wisconsin-Madison fourth. 72.
"Last year, we put it together
in this meet,·· Blair said. "This
,.·ear. I ihink we put it t~ether
1ast week. so it's a m;u.ter of
consistency. It's a question of
whether or not we can continue
last week's play."

FlU meet to setde
rmal tmt·k

~quad

t("onlinurd from Page 211

"This meet is something that
we can throw our guys in and
see what they can do.·· Hartzog
said.
EIU will provide tough

~~re~it~:viJor.e:.ate~. ~:~~~

T'AI CHI CH'UAN;

Tuesday, Feb. 12 6-9p.m. Home Ec lounge
$2.00 fee on Feb 12· monthly fee thereafter

oi

T Chi Ch'uon is a Chinese system of donee
exercise for awareness, health. self-defense and
sensitivity. If is on art with a particular reievonce
for contemporary society.
*See our demonstration at CATCH IT on Feb. 8

Everytbing ..
YES Everytbing
Don·'t Miss

~

top all-around trackman. will t.e
running against NCAA Division
II champion Bob Johnsoll. and
Awuri Augustine. another
skilled hurdler.

EVERYTHING SALE

AHMED'S
FANTASTIC y
.
FALAFIL ~

Winter Gar•ent

FACTORY~

.SOlS. Ill. the
·oflginol Home of

the Fololil
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Get In Shape
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Aeroltlc Fltneu Workshops
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Student Recreation Center. Come Dressed :
forfun!
ir

~u
Concentration on Cardiovascular. Musclar Strength,
E"Cfurance. Flexibility and Body Composition

Sponsored by Recreational Sports
536-5531

ir
ir
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Regular 10% Student Discount
If you don•t have a Stiles Student Discount
Card. we·n be glad to give you one ••• just
askI

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

5iTIIJEI

Office Equipment, Inc. Carbondale
Across from the Holiday Inn on East f.1ain 457-0:Pl ~

Tankers prepare to host
17-team weekend meet
Rv Dave Kane
staff Writer
The Student Recreation
Center wil1 become a college
swimming hotbed this weekend
as Saluki Coach Bob Steele and
the SIU male tankers will host
the 17-team Saluki Invitational.
Ten Division I and seven
Division II teams will be in
Carbondale for the three-day
meet, beginning Friday at 6
p.m. Saturday will feature
preliminaries at 11 a.m. and
finals at 7:30 p.m. Sunday's
preliminaries will start at 10
a.m. and the final session will
start at 3 p.m.
It looks to be a hectic weekend
for Steele, who will be coordinating the meet for teams like
Illinois, Kentucky. Illinois State
and Purdue in Division I and
Western Illinois. Eastern
Illinois and last year's champion. Drury College, in Division
II. But there aren't any truly
outstanding teams in the field.
and Steele is looking forward t~
a little less pressure after
battling teams like Southern
Methodist and Iowa the past two
weekends.
"This is one or the biggest
meets there is. beca~LW we have
both Division i and II teams "
Steele said. "We don't realiy
have the best teams in the
country, so it gives us a chance
to swim in a championship-type
meet while the pressure isn't on
us like it was when we had three

or four weekends in a row."
Steele expects the Salukis to
win the Division I competition
as they did last year, but the
prior goal of getting several
swimmers to qualify for the
nationals has been dampened
by illness.
"We probal)ly won't be
working toward ~etting many of
our guys to qualify." Steele
said. "W~ have about 10 guys
who are s1ck, so we ·re just going
to try to win the thing and not
have anrone get sicker. lr.stead
of rest10g for qualificabons.
we'll get back to training and
continue to work out."
In Division 11, Drury is the
defendin~ meet champ and
Western Illinois Coach BiJI
Ryan expects a three-team
shootout
between
his
Leathernecks, Drury and
Eastern Illinois.
'
. "It ought to be a three-team
fight." Ryan said. ''We've had a
pretty good year. We wOlf the
Illinois lntercollegiates and
we're 5-2 in duals. Our only
losses came against llli:10is and
Bradley. We've only had one
qualifier for the nationals I Tom
Hartey in t!-.e 50-yard freestyle),
but we haven't had a chance to
rest much."
In his fourth year at the helm
of the Leathernecks, Ryan loob
forward to the Invitational as a
good warmup for future
championship meets.

St. John. Cfi(J("h
uVu it..lth-agoin
By The As&«ialed ...-.
If Lou Camesecca were a
baseball pitcher, he'd be a cinch
Hall of Famer. The St. John's
University basketball coach
makes a habit of winning 20
games every year.
Camesecca 's eighth-ranked
~edm~ did it again Tuesday
night With an easy 89-73 triumph
over the University of
Baltimore, making loud little
Looie a ~me winner for the
seventh year in a row and the
loth time in his 12 seasons at the
helm.
"I never e,.pected to be 20-2,"
said Cai'JIP'"....«ca, wh~ overall
record !s 25Z-87. "We have a
chan..-e to be something good."
St. John's was the only
member of the Associated
Press Top Twenty in action
Tuescb!y night. The Redmen
had a 17-game winning streak
snapped by third-ranked
LouiAviJle on Sunday and
Baltimore, in its second season
as a Division I school, was just
what the doctor ordered.
"We're a tired club," said
Camesecca, whose team has
played 10 games in 23 days. "It
was obvious tonight. We didn't
~:lve any quickness. It just
wasn't there."
Little Looie said he would
give his Redmeo a day off
Wednesday

Summit OHers More•••
with the Lowest Prlcesl
Ft. Lauderdale 6 days/5 nights

0 Oceanfront Hotel
0 The lauderdale Beach Hotel
0 Optional Extra Nights lodging

Driven· Save

0Coli Bruce Henley 9"2·""" (Herrin)

$1 09

~~
~

10cDRAFTS
50c SPEEDRAILS
Llve Roclc-n-roll with

SHAKERS
(Cover 3.50)

Intramural Sports sponsors

SWIMMING AND DIVING MEET

Russia~

OlympimuJ arrive

By The As&«ialed Pftn
In a swirl of fur coats and
hats. about 90 Soviet atheltes
and coaches have checked into
the Olympic Village and some
planned to start practicing
Wednesday for the 19110 Winter
Games whic-h start next week.
The group arrived on two
buses from Montreal Tuesday
night, after a day-lo.'lg flight
frr.m Moscow.
Preceding them was the head
of th-:ir National Olympic
Committee. who said President
Carter's call for boycotting the
~toscow games could "destroy
the Olympic movement."
"We don't want to boycott
anyone and destroy the Olympic
movement," Sergei Pavlov told
a b':ief JJeWS conference through
an mterpreter.
··our sportsmen are here to
participate. We want to see the
Olympic
movement
strengthened."
The Soviets traditionally have
been tough in speed skating,
hockey and Nordic skiing.

turned

Men's, Women's&CoRecEvents

into a sea of bobbing fur

coats and hats.
The official, Soviet uniform
was said to be made from
nutria, a small, furry animal.
The men's are dark, with round
hats called "shapkas." The
women's outfits are blonde,
with more stylish hats.
As the Soviets arrived in the
reception area, their bags were
collected in midroom, and
sniffed by Jicki, one of nine
German shepherds who check
for explosives.
At one point, the dog showed
interest in a canvas. • A state
trooper checked it and· found
nothing more potent than a
small bottle of vodka.

611 s. Illinois

MEET BEGINS:

10:3> om. Soturdoy, Feb. 16 at SRC Natatorium
(Check-In & Worm-Up 10:00-10:30 om)

Trophies Presented to Individual and Team Event First Place Finishers
ENTRY f-CRMS & MEET INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT SRC. INFORMATION DESK

Employe~ seeking
co11ege student ror
well-paying sUMNer
job.

mtoLBIIIII

OLY
DRAnS30C

• Alllndividu«h ond Team ENTRIES QUE by
1:00pm, Friday, February 15, 1980 at the SRC Info Desk.

Help Wanted

About an hour later, some fr1
athletes and coaches crowded
into the credentials area, which

Dlfti01JI
Z!ll.T8 SilL
-M'i'Wftl

EliGIBl!: All SIUC students (except Intercollegiate swimmers and divers from Jan. 1979
to present). Intercollegiate swimmers ond
divers prior to Jan. 1979 may participate and
ore limited to l ~r team. Faculty/Staff with
$30 SRC Use Cards ore eligible.

And you don·t have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring.
Ford"s Insider magazine will feature an
entire is:;ue on how and where to find summer
employment.
There will be information on government
jobs. including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs. too. Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist. job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.
I

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider. all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.
Loc* b Smwner Job

lssuedbsi!B
rodi anirU1g
series d mllege

newspaper Sl4JiAti I WillS.
FORO DIVISION

,;
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Dralc.e cage game crucial for Salukis
By Man Pablch
SUR Writer
The SIU-Drake basketball
game Thursday night at the
Arena at 7:35p.m should prove

~~,..~~ --~~~.~~ be~~

contest will be critical~ both
teams, as both are trying to
secure a place in the Missouri
Valley's post-season tournament.
Drake will come to the Arena
prepared for the fight. with the
nation's No. 2 scorer. Lewis
Lloyd. who is averaging 30
points per game. The former
JUnior college All-American
also is pulling down 14.1
rebounds per game.
S;tluki Head Coach Joe
· Gottfried said Lloyd is a
"f:-anchise" player who has the
ability to control the game.
"Lewis Lloyd is an excellent
player." Gottried said. "He
certainly is one of the best
players the Valley ever has
seen.
"Last time we played Drake.
Lloyd scored 38 points because
we were forced to go one-on-one
with him," Gottfried said. "We

have a few more options open to
us this time around for covenng
him and defending against their
entire offense."
Joining Lloyd is 6-4 junior
guard Pop Wright. Gottfried
said Wright is capable of
scoring 3U points against any
team.
Even though SIU has lost two
of its last three games. the
Salukis have outrebounded
their opponents 47-22 on the
offensive boards. Gottfried said
strong rebounding would make
a difference against the
Bulldogs.
"Qur rebounding erfort and
overall defense have improved
drastically." Gottfried said.
"The addition of some dt>fP!I·
sive-oriented people in our

~~~~e~~! c:~t'bf'ef~!f:r h~~

helped."
The Salukis plan to run a
patterned offense. accordim!, to
Gottfried. He said SIU could
control the tempo of the game
and shut down a fast break
attack.
"We need to have control of
the game, .. Gottfried said.

"We've been reboundin~ well
and have taken good shots. but
the ball just hasn't bet>n
dropping in. Although we've
been stronger. the inabilitv to
score has plagued us.
•
"With a more slowed down.
controlled game. we should get
off even better shots, and they'll
fall in." the coach added.
Five points have made the
difference in SIU's last three
gamf'S, only one of which the
Salukis came out of a winner.
The game is extremely im·
portant for SIU. which is 1·8 in

~~~.r~~~ ·a!~~-~~~~:~~~~~

in order to catch Drake. ~5. and
Tulsa. 486. Only the top eight
teams in the nine-membt•r
c·.;nference advance to thP post.
season tournament.
Although the gamt> is crucial.
Gottfried said the pla\·ers are
relaxed and looking forward to
finishing the season in a flurrv
"There's no doubt this game
is important." Gottfried said
"Wt> almost have to win to stav
in the running in the Valley. th~
players know that."

Dual track meet with Eastern
to determine traveling squad
~~~;J.:da

Staff photo

Sll''s Wayne Abrams. who sc:ored Z8 points Ia the S.lulds' l•s to
lr.diana Stare, drives past the Sycamores• Carl Nirks and tries a
jump shot. The Salukis will attempt ~ win llleir secead Mis-ri
\'alley Conference game Thur!day when Drake Invades tile Arena
ae 7:35p.m.

Qn the schedule. it seems
basic enough. The men's track
team will travel to Charleston
for an indoor dual meet with
Eastern Illinois. But for several
trackmen trying to gain a spot
on the traveling squad it
represents a lot more.
'
The meet at Eastern. the
thirdofthein<'•<i'lf'season,isthe
last chance for some of the
younger athletes to show they
can help the Salukis in scoring
and deserve to keep competing
in meets each weekend.
"This is a vital week for some
of the guys." Coach Lew
Hartzog said. "This will be the
last meet that w•il give
everybody a chance to do
something of qliality."
Hartzog has taken over 30
trackmen to meets at Nebraska
and Indiana the first two weeks,
but will cut his traveling squad
to 25 for the remainder of the
track season.
.
"I know 21 who Will make it.
The other four spots are being
vi~ for by 12 people." Hartzog
sa1d. "We need to know which 25

we wi!! be laking to the Valley
meet.
.
.
~artzog IS lookmg f~rward to
seemg_ freshman sp~nter. and
long JUmper 1\larv~n HI!Jlon
c~mpete for ~ fn'!t time.
Hmto~. a defens1ve back for the
Salukt football tP-am, came out
for track tw~ wee~ ago and. has
been workmg h1mself mto
sh~pe._
•
.
I thm~ he s a quahty trackman: He Impressed me with IJis
~mng 'toughness,' " Hartzt.g
sa1d. "I know he's a good long
jumper. He. w~ a two-time
~tate. champ1on m :rennessee.
J~mpmg 24-4 :H. He 11 also run
either the open quart~r or 300
an~h~aie':mth~~labe
'th ~
1
WI ~u
~~hman Derek Bookt:~. who
10
IDJ~ a leg m~le
la~t
w~ s meet at ~ndiana. He IS
runmn~ at practice and .should
be rea Y to compete aga_m next

:':l'n [::!~~a::u:~: ;~nr

with a dislocated ri.:.t s~C:::;.
Hartzog's top quarter miler
Lance Peeler. will mis." due to
the death of his father earlier
this week.

With Peeler and Bookr:- both
out. Hartzog must replace half
o~ his relay team. He said he
d1dn't know who will fill in the
two and three spots on the team
Hartzog hopes the m~t will
answ~r some of his own
qnestJons.
"The. big thing for us again 1 ~
to see 1f we can get quick im·
pr~veme1_1t from our young
m1ddle d1stance runners. Mike
Choffin. Jeff Heath and Tom
Ross," Hartzog said. "It will be
curious to see if Karst~n Schulz
and. Bi_ll Moran will improvt>
agam hke they did last week ...
The coach said he would be
testing some athletes in dif·
ferent events, but most of his
top runners wlll compete in
their best events.
"This time. I'm putting tht>
people where I want to find out
about them for the Missouri
Valley
championships ..
Hartzog said. .-'Hopefully.
they're ready to ~om pete."
Har~zog admits that ht'
doesn t k~o~. mu~h about
Eastern llhnols quahty.
ICaatiaDed •• Page 18 •

Lower weight classes carry wrestlers to third win
By Dave Kane
Staff Writer
TheSaluki wrestling team got
just enough support from its
lower weight classes at the
Arena Tuesday night to claim a
27-18 dual meet decision over
Southeast Missouri State. It was
the third dual meet victory for
SIU against six losses, while the
Indians absorbed their first loss
1fter seven wins and a tie.
The Salukis came on strong in
the early going as senior Mike
Delligatti pinned SEP.IO's Mark
\ladigan at '18 pountf.s. Freshnan Gus Kallai uppt.od his dual
neet record to 5-3 as he pinned
he Indians' Ron Lewis in the
150 rratch. and Salulti junior
~ric Jones, after building a 17-3
tfter two periods, finally pinned
Jrian Doering in the 158 match.
Other SlU winners were Tim
>illick at 126. Dan Davies at 134
md Jack Woltjer at 142. Long
fas pleased with the quick start
ais team got. pointing out that
.t>tbadts in tt.e upper weight
mtlt'ht'S were offst>t by building
ht• t'arlv lead. which was 27..0
aftt'r Jont'S· victory.
··uur lowt>r weights jumped in
l'a!!<'

:!\1,

and wrestled with a lot of sna:r.
and good execution," Long sai .
"I don't think their tSEMO's)
126- and 134-pouflf'!t!rs were that
far ahead of us. but they're
tougher than we made them
appear tonight.
"I think the really quick
takedown by Davies at 134 could
have been the margin of the
match," Long added. "We
needed 12 points or so from the
lower weights to offset their
upoer weight strength."
Davies, a freshman from Oak
Forest, built a 4-1 lead on Tyiee
Brown and held on for a 6-5
decision. Long has been
stressing more aggressive
wrestling to the freshmandominated squad all year.
"I keep trying to tell the guys,
'be aggressive, be agressive,' "
Long said. "Because if they are,
good things are bound to happen. In wrestling. if I make the
first move, that puts you in a
cour~er situation and you'll
ha,·e to react."
But Long admitted that with
the shortage of upper-weight
wrestlt>rs on the team. overaggression also can be a

llmly t:gyplian. February 7. 1980

problem. Freshmen Brad Cast
and Joe Hatch, both listed at 167
for the Salukis, had to wrestle in
177 and 1il0 matches respectively while the heavyweight
spot was forfeited to SEMO's
John Johnson.
Cast and Hatch both turned in
resi,II!;Ctable ~uorts with Cast
decJSioned by Curt Davidson,
11-8. and Hatch finally being
pinned by 190-pounder Brett
Matthew late in the :>econd
period.
"If tik..., W~'ren't freshmen "
Long said of the two 167pounders, "and they had more
experience, they'd do even
better. They tend to forget
they're giving away 10 or 15
pounds, they get backed into a
hole, and they wind up not being
able to get out."
The Salukis' final horne meet
of the season will be at 2 p.m.
Saturday at the Arena against
Southwest Missouri State.
"I haven't ht'ard that much
about them," Long saici of
Southwest Missouri. "We saw
them in St. Louis in a tournament around Thanksgiving
time but only wrestled against
them in a couple of weights. ·•

Jay

SIU's Jack Woltjer defeated Soatheast Mlsseelri's Gary Sitze Ia a
match Tuesday at 142 poanda. The Salulds defuled SEMO, !1·18.

